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WORKERS OF THE WORLD, UNITE!
Notes of the Month

ON June 20th, the Communist Party of the United States will hold its Seventh National Convention. This convention will be of great importance to our Party and the American working class. The historic period since our last Sixth convention was marked with great changes in the policy and tactics of our Party and in the development of the struggle of the American working class. For the first time in its history the American Party will have a united convention, united on principle and on the political line of the Communist International. For the first time in its history, the Convention will be a real representative convention of delegates coming not from factions. This is the first prerequisite for a successful convention and for correct policies and tactics to be worked out and adopted at this convention.

The tasks before our Party today are tremendous. The objective possibilities, the developing class struggle, the growing economic crisis and the vicious ever-increasing terror of the bosses, offers our Party splendid opportunities to provide leadership and guidance to the struggle of the American working class. But while these objective opportunities are here, the Party is not at all prepared to take full advantage of them. The shortcomings of our Party today are still so great that unless the membership is awakened to the seriousness of the situation, the Party will not be able to fulfill its duties.

March Sixth and May First have definitely proven the growing influence of our Party and the acceptance of the leadership of our Party by large sections of the American working class. What is necessary at the present time and what will be the main question for consideration at our National Convention, is the task of consolidating our political influence and support of the masses and giving it organizational expression in the form of building mass revolutionary trade unions and continuously increasing the numerical strength of our Party and the circulation of our Communist press.

Although the Party succeeded through the unqualified support of the membership in delivering a smashing blow which destroyed organized opportunism and rid itself of Lovestone’s opportunistic group, yet the Party must recognize that it did not succeed in destroying the Right danger. The Right danger in our Party still exists. Today, the Right Danger expresses itself in lagging behind the struggles of the workers, in underestimating the readiness of the masses to struggle and failure to see the effects of the crisis.

Side by side with this great shortcoming goes the failure of the
Party to establish itself more firmly in the factories. If the Party is to lead and organize the masses of workers in revolutionary trade unions, the Party first of all must have direct connection with these workers in the factories and basic industries. This can only be achieved through shop nuclei and through shop committees, and general systematic day to day activity of the Communists in the factories. Mass revolutionary trade unions cannot be built only through spontaneous struggles of the workers, nor through spasmodic Party activity. This can only be accomplished through competent recruiting and organizational preparations made beforehand.

The Seventh Convention, meeting in a period of growing class struggle and sharpening crisis of capitalism, will therefore have to consider not only the correct political line which shall serve as a guide for our activities but will also have to consider the method of carrying out this line into practice and must mercilessly criticize its shortcomings and weaknesses.

Building up of a revolutionary Bolshevik Party is a tedious process. A Bolshevik Party cannot be born over night. It steels itself in the course of its struggles. It cleanses itself in the course of struggle. In this process the Party is engaged at present, which will result in the establishment in the United States of a bolshevik Leninist mass Communist Party, leading the workers to struggle.

* * * *

THE correctness of the analysis contained in the pre-convention thesis of our Central Committee Plenum is being fully borne out by the very developments of the economic life of the country. The magic sixty days of Hoover are over, but the economic crisis becomes sharper. Economic statistics supplied by the very bourgeois itself prove this very concretely. No class conscious worker will take the government assertions seriously, nor does the capitalist class attribute any importance to them. We have now all the facts concerning the economic conditions for the first quarter of 1930 and can clearly see the prospects of the situation. The Annalist in its review of the first quarter of 1930 states:

"The figures that have lately been put out by the government authorities on new construction, volume of unemployment, building conditions, and a variety of other matters have been almost wholly untrustworthy. In many cases, they have been badly garbled and simply cannot be relied upon at all."

So speaks one of the most authoritative organs of American capitalism of the present situation. The month of April has witnessed a small increase of 3 points in the index of business activity, and reached a total of 92.8. This, however, represents a decrease
of 15 points from the same month of 1929. During the month of April steel ingot production was 145,673 tons less than in March and the production of steel during the first four months of 1930 shows a general decline of 2,525,919 tons. American exports for the first quarter of 1930 when compared with the same period of the year previous shows a decline of $295,829,000. Though there was a slight increase in the index of business activity during the month of April, yet at the same time we see a further decline in employment of two-tenths of one per cent in all industries and a decrease in the amount of payrolls of seven-tenths of one per cent. In the manufacturing industries as reported by the U. S. Department of Labor, based on information from 13,016 establishments, 17,615 workers were added to the army of the unemployed and the amounts of the total payrolls of the workers employed decreased by $599,992. In face of this situation, Hoover reported to the U. S. Chamber of Commerce that his administration and his Business Council were successful in heading off the crisis and improving conditions.

"I believe," Hoover states, "I can say with assurance that our joint undertaking (meaning his Business Council—Editor) has succeeded to a remarkable degree." While this was said on April 30, on the next morning a new crash took place on the stock market and the value of all stocks listed on the exchange declined by over two billion dollars.

We see the bourgeoisie becoming quite alarmed over the situation and bitterly attacking the meaningless statements of the administration, characterizing them as "a lot of hooey." Thus the Magazine of Wall Street writes editorially on May the 17th:

"The public has been fed soothing syrup until it nauseates starting with misleading official statements in regard to the revival of employment in January down to the President's rosy statement to the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, we have been authoritatively assured right along that business has turned the corner. The last dose of 'hooey' was too much even for the anticipatory bend of the stock market."

No one, not even the bourgeoisie, expects rapid economic recovery. The ups and downs in the general downward trend of economy are typical characteristics of the present situation. The Annalist of May 16th openly states that it does not expect the recovery of business prior to July, 1931.

"... regardless of the exact date of the bottom of the current business depression, the probability is that complete recovery (the rise in the business index to the 100 line) will not be accomplished until July, 1931, or later."
WHILE the economic crisis is growing, the antagonisms between the imperialist powers are becoming ever sharper. The aftermath of the London conference is already being felt throughout the world. The feverish war preparations, military and political, are now staring in the very face of the international proletariat. The ink of the London treaty was not yet dry, when the U. S. Congress appropriated additional millions for new battleships. After the London conference the antagonisms between the imperialist powers became even more sharpened and intense. The Italian reply to the London conference was to launch 29 new battleships and submarines. France laid the keel for four new submarines carrying out in full its naval program. The same must be said about other countries.

In a cynical imperialist frankness, Mussolini exclaimed: " Pretty phrases were all very fine, but markets, machine guns, ships and fighting airplanes were even better." To distract the attention of the masses from their crucial economic conditions and the crisis of fascism, Mussolini is pointing to the rich French colonial African empire as the solution of all the evils of the exploited masses and thereby at the same time laying the ideological and political basis for a war with France. On the other hand, French imperialism does not remain passive. To strengthen its bloody rule in Africa, the French President Domergue paid a visit to its colonial domain. France is now feverishly fortifying the Island of Corsica, turning it into a second Gibraltar, mainly directed against the growing imperialist ambitions of Italy.

* * * *

At the same time the preparations and plans for the imperialist war preparations against the Soviet Union are being completed. Of particular interest for the American workers is to note the fact that the United States is assuming the leadership in the struggle against the U. S. S. R. The forgeries of Police Commissioner Whalen are not merely acts of a stupid police commissioner, but they are acts of the American bourgeoisie, of the fascist A. F. of L. and Civic Federation. The Secretary of State, Mr. Stimson, has admitted that these forgeries have "been definitely connected with certain individuals of high place and authority in the United States."

These forgeries which tried to lay the ground for an intensive anti-Soviet campaign in the United States and for an intensive campaign against the Communist movement of this country are not accidental. The breach of diplomatic relations between Mexico and the U. S. S. R.; the establishment of the oil monopoly in Germany under the control of the Standard Oil, to keep the Russian oil out
of the German market; the Polish-German treaty established thru
the initiative and efforts of J. P. Morgan and Company, were all
forerunners of Whalen's forgeries, and the congressional inves-
tigation of the activities of the Communist Party. Why this vicious
campaign against the Soviet Union at this moment? The answer
to this question will be found in the succesful construction of social-
ism in the U. S. S. R.

* * * * *

The war preparations against the Soviet Union, political re-
grouping of forces and the consolidation of the anti-Soviet
front are now being completed politically and organization-
ally through the plan for a United States of Europe, proposed by
the French government. This plan is directed mainly against the
Soviet Union and the United States. American imperialism recog-
nizes very well the fact that European capitalism is being mobil-
ized under the leadership of France for struggle against the ag-
gressive policies and imperialist penetrations of the U. S. How-
ever, the main tasks of the United States of Europe are to mobilize
the capitalist forces in the struggle against the Soviet Union and
against the revolutionary movement in the capitalist countries of
Europe.

The Briand plan clearly states that their task is "to improve and
intensify industrial production and to create guarantees against labor
crises, which are the source of both political and social instability."
The United States of Europe is a reactionary idea directed against
the working class of Europe and the Soviet Union. The contradic-
tions of capitalism are so great that it is foolish to think that
European capitalism can come to an understanding for a peaceful
division of territory for the exploitation of each individual country.
It is of great interest to us to recall what Lenin said on this ques-
tion even as far back as August, 1915:

"In this sense the United States of Europe, as the result of an
agreement between the European capitalists, is possible (Lenin speaks
here of temporary agreements—Editor), but what kind of an
agreement would that be? An agreement jointly to suppress So-
cialism in Europe, jointly to guard colonial booty against Japan
and America, which feel slighted by the present division of colo-
ries, and which for the last half century have grown infinitely
faster than backward monarchist Europe, beginning to rot with
age." (Lenin Vol. IV, p. 271.)

These are prophetic words of a great leader and strategist of
the revolutionary world movement. Concretely the struggle of Eu-
eropean capitalism against the U. S. is expressed in the growing re-
sistance against the Smoot tariff bill. Thirty countries officially pro-
tested to the State Department against the passage of the Tariff Bill.
Other countries answered America by immediately establishing retaliating tariff rates against American imported products.

* * * * *

THE present crisis of American economy is sharply accentuating the social contradictions of American capitalism. The fascist terror of the bosses against the workers is constantly growing. The wave of lynchings of Negro workers in the South is increasing at a tremendous rate. The increased lynch terror of the bosses is a direct outgrowth of the economic crisis. It attempts to prevent the development of the class consciousness among the Negro workers and their mobilization for struggle together with the white workers.

The extent to which the bosses fear the awakening of the exploited Negro masses of the South is being best manifested by the increased terror against the Communist Party and the revolutionary organizations of the working class. The congressional investigation passed by the U. S. Congress on May 22nd by a vote of 210 to 18 is definitely an attempt to outlaw the Party and the revolutionary organizations of the working class. It is an attempt to distract the attention of the masses from unemployment and wage cuts. Capitalism sees very clearly the growth of the political influence of the Communist Party and the splendid response of the workers. It is now determined to crush the growing militancy of the workers and the rapid strides of our Party. The success or failure of this capitalist attack will be determined by the extent to which we will succeed in mobilizing the masses of workers to resist this strike-breaking campaign.

The best answer the workers can give is to rally behind the Communist Party, to build the revolutionary trade unions, to support the Communist Party in the election campaign, to have a Party ticket nominated in every State on the basis of mobilization of the workers in the factories and mass organizations. The coming conventions to ratify our Party ticket and platform in the election campaign must be mass conventions with delegates from shops and mass organizations. Intensive Communist activity, an intensive election campaign must be our answer to the Congressional investigation. The building up of mass militant trade unions will be one of our strongest weapons in the struggle for legal existence as the leader of the working class.

* * * * *

WHILE in the United States the working class is preparing for bigger battles with American capitalism, we also see that in the insular possessions of the United States, the revolutionary movement is rapidly developing to higher stages. While
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America does not hesitate in using the weapon of fire and sword to suppress any revolutionary movement, American imperialism is also resorting to the method of corruption and through direct interference elects such people to the high offices of the various Central and South American countries and the islands of the Caribbean who faithfully carry out the policy of the State Department. One of such corrupted agents of American imperialism is Dr. Olaya, the newly elected president of Colombia. His recent visit to the United States has clearly demonstrated the control by Wall Street of this country, which is in the arena of the struggle between British and American imperialism. The purpose of his visit, as stated in an editorial of the New York Times of April 22nd is clear.

"Dr. Olaya's program includes a new foreign loan, the election of a commission of financial experts to help restore business, the building of roads and railroads, and the use of agricultural experts to give advice in the development of special farm products. Having lived long in this country, he looks here to find some of his technical advisers."

However, the present economic crisis of capitalism, which is also being transferred into the colonies and semi-industrial countries, is destroying tens of thousands of small producers and is generally increasing the exploitation of the working class. The revolutionary movement in the colonies of American imperialism can only develop at a more rapid pace.

In the case of the Philippine Islands, in order to retard the development of the revolutionary struggle for complete independence, the American bourgeoisie in its Congress and Senate for a while flirted with the phrase of "independence" for the Philippines. However, at last the Hoover administration, in full frankness has stated that it is opposed to the independence of the Philippines now or in the future. Such statements were forthcoming from the Secretary of War, Hurley, and the Secretary of State, Stimson, whom the capitalist press reported saying:

"Immediate independence would be disastrous also to the interests of the United States, the Islands and the Far East, and inevitably cause a general disturbance of affairs in the Far East."

Secretary of State Stimson made it very clear that:

"If the United States abandoned the Philippines, a situation might arise which might lead some other power to step in and assume control."

The policy of American imperialism is very clear here. The phrase-mongering with Philippine independence as is done in the various bills introduced into Congress, is only a veil to cover up this brutal policy of American imperialism.
THIS policy towards the colonies and oppressed people exploited by imperialism is not only characteristic of American imperialism and the Hoover administration; it is the policy of world imperialism and social fascism, which is today being clearly demonstrated by the Indian revolution. The struggle for independence is assuming the character of a revolutionary struggle against British imperialism. The non-resistance, treacherous policy of Gandhi is being swept aside by the growing mass revolt and revolutionary determination of the masses. The world economic crisis has hit India especially heavy. The poor harvest and chronic agrarian crisis is increasingly pauperizing larger millions of Indian peasants. On the other hand, the brutality of British imperialism is equally growing to crush the rising revolutionary consciousness of the masses. In this particular stage of mass struggle against imperialism, the role of Gandhi is becoming particularly treacherous. As Gandhi himself explained in a letter to the Viceroy of India, the reason for his participation in the present movement is:

"The Party of violence is gaining ground and making itself felt. Having an unquestioning and immovable faith in non-violence, it would be sinful on my part to wait longer."

While the toiling masses of India begin to see more clearly the imperialist role of Gandhi and his betrayers, Lovestone and the international renegade Right-wing group, under the leadership of Roy, consider Gandhi as the symbol of the revolutionary struggle of the Indian masses and they therefore come out with the slogan: "Fight for the Immediate Release and Freedom of Gandhi." The symbol of the revolutionary struggle according to this Right-wing renegade group is not the heroic strike of the Great Indian Peninsular Railroad, nor of the Textile strikers of Bombay, or of the jute workers, but of Gandhi.

In the imperialist oppression of India and the crushing of the Indian revolution by fire and sword, the British Socialist Labor Government has fully proven its function as a capable henchman of British imperialism, no less, and even more than the conservatives and the House of Lords. The London Times in an editorial of April 15th clearly states that precisely in this moment it is in the interests of British imperialism, in order to further its imperialist domination of the colonies and their people, to have the Labor Government handle these foreign affairs.

"Every far-sighted view of our imperial interests and the hope of removing them altogether from Party controversy goes to show how important it is that a Labor Government and no other should have the handling of the great external problems which are crowding upon us this year—the naval conference, the imperial conference, Egypt, and above all, India."
Thus the organ of British imperialism appeals to its class to permit the Labor Government to handle its foreign affairs, and "above all India." There is a good reason for this. It is because the British Labor Government has long ago lost its formal opposition to capitalism and is today becoming part of the capitalist State. This explains why the British Labor Government, although it is in a minority is being supported and maintained in power by the capitalist class. As the London Observer of April 26th, a responsible press organ of the imperialist bourgeoisie of Great Britain, states:

"In view of India, the over-riding public necessity is to keep the Labor Ministry in power with a solid country behind them—if their wisdom allows it—on one of the greatest and gravest imperial issues that ever have arisen in our history. By far the heaviest ordeal is now to come, but in that regard it is a providential chance in any case, that finds Labor under responsibility instead of in Opposition."

Without any shame, the British Socialist Labor Party openly states that it is its duty as the ruling party of Great Britain to maintain order; that is, to maintain law and order in the British colonies, which means the perpetuation of the rule of British imperialism. This is clearly evident in an article by A. N. Brailsford, a member of the Independent Labor Party, one of the so-called "lefts" of the Labor Party, who states:

"The ordinary duty of every administration . . . is to preserve order. It must maintain the usual services of civilization which in their turn demand revenue. In short, it must govern."

The brazen imperialist policy of the British social-fascist Labor Government is further expounded by Mr. Brailsford, who declares, like Secretary of State Stimson, and the Hoover administration, concerning the Philippines, that:

"There is no sane or responsible member of the British Labor Party who believes that in the interests of mankind as a whole, immediate independence would be either possible or desirable."

The imperialist policy of the Labor Government is not only applied concerning foreign policy, but also to the problems of the British working class. An example of this is the Snowden budget. The increase in taxation is not for the purpose of improving the conditions of the British working class or of increasing the unemployment insurance, but for the purpose of carrying through a more intensive rationalization and to increase the exploitation of the British working class. Because of this, the New York Times in an editorial of April 2nd, stated:
"Mr. Snowden, though nominally a Socialist, is an orthodox financier. He has consistently stood by the great traditions of the British exchequer, maintained and strengthened by men like Sir Robert Peel and Mr. Gladstone, and Lord Goschen." World imperialism, as well as the capitalist class of England recognize that the Labor Party has as its main aim and purpose, not the interests of the British workers, but the reorganization of British industry to increase its competitive capacities over other capitalist powers. James G. MacDonald, chairman of the foreign policy association of the U. S. A., in a recent speech over the radio, stated:

"The Labor Government in England is doing more than has been done in a generation to impress on the British to strengthen and entrench British imperialism."

He stated further: "Mr. Thomas is supporting the efforts of British financiers to encourage the reorganization and improving on British industries."

The imperialist role of the Labor Government is becoming more clearly exposed to the masses; not only to the workers of Great Britain but to the colonial people under British rule, and an example of this are the results of the British Egyptian negotiations. The conference between the British Socialist Labor Party and the representatives of the Egyptian Government broke down because Mr. Anderson, the leader of the British Labor Party and the great light of the Second International, insisted on the imperialist demands of Great Britain. It is interesting here to bring out an opinion expressed editorially by the New York Times on May 10th concerning the meaning of the breakdown of these negotiations. The New York Times states:

"Gradually—perhaps even too slowly—the oriental world is going to realize that the Empire continues to exist, despite a so-called 'Socialist Cabinet' and that in fundamental matters involving imperial unity, the Labor Government retains the same objectives as the Conservative."

This, however, applies not only to the oppressed colonial people, but also to the British working class. This has reached such an extent that Sir Oswald Mosley, a British millionaire and member of the British Labor Cabinet, resigned because the policy of the Labor Party to unemployment seemed to him too conservative and one with which he, the millionaire Labor minister, could not agree. The fake maneuvers and sham battles of the so-called "left" and Independent Labor Party are only for the sole purpose of covering up the imperialist policies of MacDonald. The British social-
fascists see the growing resistance of the British working class against the imperialist policy of the Labor Government and are therefore forced to use phrases and pose as an opposition to the Labor Government.

The imperialist policy of the British Labor Government is fully supported and approved by the entire Second Socialist International. The Second International in one of its recent manifestos to the workers of the world on May 13th forgot about the shooting down of Indian workers in India, the shooting down of workers in Indo-China and capital punishment imposed upon the leaders of the Indo-China revolt, but they did remember the "misery and oppression" of the Russian workers. In their manifesto not one word is said concerning the struggle of the Indian masses against British imperialism and its Labor Government, but they had something to say to the Russian workers:

"They (meaning the Second International) know that your conditions of work are still worse than in the capitalist lands."

Equally dumbfounded and taken by surprise concerning the imperialist policy of the Labor Government are the American Socialists. At the time of the visit of MacDonald to the United States, the American Socialists with Norman Thomas at their head, told the entire American working class that what the Labor Government is doing for Great Britain they will do for the United States. The imperialist policy of the British Labor Party is therefore not an isolated occurrence, but is part of the general imperialist policy of the entire Second International, of which the American Socialists are a part.
The Major Problem Before the Seventh Convention of the C. P. U. S. A.

By MAX BEDACHT

The period since its Sixth Convention was the most eventful one in the history of the Communist Party of the United States. It brought the tasks of the Party, its weaknesses and its possibilities to the attention of every Party member in the sharpest possible form.

The campaign of bolshevization which started with the reorganization of our Party in 1925 remained very much on the surface. The organizational changes in the course of this bolshevization process remained largely formal changes. The old forms of language federations and Party branches on the basis of official political subdivisions were practically useless for the work of the Party. They did not help in accomplishing the task of driving its roots of the Party into the working class. The Communist Party as the vanguard of the working class must be its head; but this head cannot be disconnected from the main body; it must have intimate connections with it, must be an integral part of it. Its organizational structure must be such that it makes possible the conveyance of the Party's understanding, of its revolutionary will, of its inspiring energy and of its directives to the working class. At the same time this Party structure must permit the feelings of the working class, the reactions of the working class to economic and political events, the reaction of the working class to the action of the Party, to flow back into the Party and to its leadership. The old form of organization was not conceived for such purposes. It was adapted to the functions of an election campaign machinery and of a propaganda body. Even for the latter function it was inadequate. Its propaganda was carried on unsystematically and its audiences were gathered promiscuously by advertisement and like methods without consideration of the class composition of the incidental audience such methods may bring.
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When the reorganization took place our Party was already for quite some time in the throes of a serious and furious factional struggle. The primary consideration of every action of the Party during this factional fight was the improvement of the position within the Party of the controlling faction. The minority faction of the hour also had only one thing in mind—the improvement of its chances to get control. It was largely for these reasons that the ideological campaign for the bolshevization remained totally inadequate. As a result, the reorganization changed the outer forms of the Party structure but failed completely to fill the new forms with the political content of the functioning of a revolutionary body. On the contrary, the routine life of the old forms was transferred into the new and was permitted to spread its paralyzing influence in them. The rank and file therefore never really learnt the purpose of the reorganization. It merely saw the change of name from branch to nucleus. The connections of the Party with the working class were not visibly improved. The social composition of the Party, because of its pure propaganda function without special organizational measures to reach the working masses, was weak. The most exploited sections of the workers in the heavy industries were very poorly represented. The reorganization did not bring a serious change.

The factional situation within the Party tended to petrify this situation. The weaknesses of the Party became a principle to be upheld. The principle itself was justified by an eclectic system of reasoning which finally crystallized into a definite Right wing line and policy. This line turned the weaknesses of the Party into an inevitable and historic necessity explained by a theory of an inherent and comparatively unassailable strength of American capitalism.

Meanwhile, a serious change took place in the economic and political situation of international capital. The vigorous policy of post-war capital to solve its weaknesses and to strengthen its base by making the workers work more and eat less had gradually resulted in catching up with and even exceeding the pre-war level of production. At the same time, however, this re-establishment of the economic equilibrium of capitalism following the inexorable laws of capitalism had eaten away the necessary base of any economic equilibrium, the marketing possibilities. Thus, instead of stabilization, capitalism is confronted with the most serious impossibility of stabilization, it is confronted with a rapidly growing disproportion of the growth of its productive forces and of its markets. This disproportion raised anew before the capitalist world, and in a more imperative form, the problem of the redistribution of the world. This problem puts war upon the order of the day of all political considerations of capitalism.
Our international leadership, the Communist International, saw this development very clearly. It analyzed it sharply in the Ninth Plenum of the Executive Committee of the Communist International. It formulated it definitely at its Sixth Congress.

This international capitalist development created new and greater tasks for the Communist Parties. It demanded an immediate overhauling of all the Parties. It demanded the most energetic weeding out of all weaknesses of the Party. It demanded a relentless struggle against the Right danger. It demanded the speeding up and deepening of the bolshevization process of all Communist Parties. It was for these reasons that the Communist International was so insistent that our Party should finally and definitely liquidate its destructive internal fight. It was for this reason that the Communist International put as the major problem before our Party its transformation from a propaganda sect into a revolutionary mass Party of action. In pointing out the successes achieved in this direction by our Party it emphasized the possibilities confronting it. In emphasizing, on the other hand, the still existing weaknesses and shortcomings of the Party in that direction, it pointed to the impossibility of the Party to solve its problems without a revolutionary change in its inner life, in its method of work and its approach to the problems.

It was here that the definite crystallization of a line contrary to that of the Communist International manifested itself. While formally accepting the line of the Communist International, arguments galore were presented attempting to prove that this line did not apply to the United States. The sharpening of the class relations were emphasizing daily more clearly the necessity of action in place of phrases and organization in place of reliance on the spontaneity of the masses. The Right line of the Lovestone-Bepper leadership manifested itself precisely in its resistance to this change. Insofar as it recognized formally the change of class relations it refused to draw the conclusion of a necessary change in the tactics and activities of the Party. In its eyes the weaknesses of the Party had become a virtue which had to be preserved even if it led to a struggle against the Communist International. But it could only be a virtue in the eyes of people who do not want the Party to be a real revolutionary force against capitalism, who do not want the Party to develop a real struggle against capitalism.

The full implications of that line, however, became clear to the Party only after the Open Address of the Executive Committee of the Communist International in May 1929. Up to that time this line was wrapped up in a declaration of formal acceptance of the line of the Comintern and opposition to organizational proposals only. In the arguments before the ECCI, however, the
wrapper fell into the waste basket and the political contents revealed themselves in an open political declaration of war against the Communist International.

This development of our Party to this serious point of danger was possible only because the whole Party and all of its sections were permeated with and dominated by the poison of factionalism. Factionalism itself, on all sides, had become an opportunist weakness and a veritable deviation. The open Address of the Communist International therefore necessitated a most profound re-examination on the part of every single Party member of his conceptions and his relations to the Party and to the CI. This re-examination brought the first serious change into our Party. It led to a clearer understanding on the part of the Party of its problems and its duties. It transformed bolshevization from a formal organizational into a profound political problem. It elevated self criticism from a factional maneuver to a most serious and indispensable method of improving the revolutionary strength and quality of the Party. It transformed the struggle against the Right danger from an unprincipled battle against factional opponents into a method of revolutionizing composition, methods and tactics of the Party.

In the meantime a serious economic crisis developed in the United States. The process of radicalization of the masses accelerated and deepened to the point of producing a revolutionary upsurge. The Party quickly recognized this change. It saw a quick change in the relationship of classes taking place in the United States. It extended its activities quite rapidly. A new spirit entered the Party. The confidence of the membership in the Party's abilities and possibilities rose greatly and created a readiness for work in hitherto inactive sections of the Party. A very concrete and conscious extension of the base of the Party's work was carried through. Organization work in the South, for instance, was definitely turned from a subject of advertising into a very seriously approached task of the Party. Mass mobilization of work was carried through with surprising success.

In all this work, however, the still existing basic weakness of the Party came into the fore: the change of conditions created by the economic crisis increased the readiness of the workers for response to our activities. Even though the Party still acted primarily as a propaganda organization, it could register successes; but these successes were based upon spontaneous response. No serious attempt was made to anchor the Party organizationally into the masses and to turn the readiness and spontaneous response into concrete and lasting organizational strength. The readiness and spontaneous response even became in itself the cause for further
neglect of the organizational tasks of the Party; just because the agitational and propaganda activities were in themselves sufficient for successful mass meetings and mass demonstrations, no serious effort was considered necessary to base these demonstrations upon systematically organized preparations. The changed conditions, therefore, in spite of increased activities, resulted in a widening of the already existing gap between the political influence of the Party and its organizational strength.

The most important concrete result of the various profound historic events in our Party since our last convention is that they raise before the Party the most tangible part of the problem of its development from a propaganda sect into a revolutionary mass Party of action. It is the problem of extending and anchoring the base of the Party in the factories, shops and mines. This is not merely an organizational problem. It is a problem of the fundamental change of all our methods of work. It is the problem of replacing unsystematic agitation and propaganda by systematic organizational steps. It is a problem of transferring the major manifestations of life of the Party from the meeting hall into the factory. It is the problem of the active raising by the Communists of the daily problems of the workers in the shops and factories and the building round these problems of shop committees and of revolutionary industrial union organizations for their solution. It is the problem of the transformation of the mere routine of our Party units into political life. Without this transformation the Party units remain an empty shell and the reorganization of the Party a meaningless form. The very attempts to shift the center of gravity of our base of the Party into the shops, to extend the shop nucleus base can not be achieved without this revolutionary change in the functioning and activities of the basic units of the Party. It is not the mechanical finding of members in the shops and the adding of those members to the Party as parts of street nuclei that will effect this change, but it is the change itself which will add new members and will build shop nuclei.

It will be the duty of the coming convention of the Party to raise all these problems into a concrete form. The result of the convention must be the working out of a one-year plan of work, setting up a necessary minimum of achievement in every field of work and making the Party fully conscious of the imperative necessity to accomplish this plan.

The orientation of the Party leadership in the Districts and Sections and their activities after this convention must be fundamentally different from their activities in the past. The Party does not need purely formal declarations of acceptance of the line adopted by the convention. The adoption of the line must take the form
of immediate concrete application. The District and Section resolutions on the work of the convention must concretize the plans adopted by the convention. They must be definite and detailed guides of action.

Only insofar as our convention accomplishes this task and only insofar as the discussions previous to and at the convention contribute to a clearer understanding of this problem will the convention fulfil its task. But if the convention will fulfil this task—and the determination of the Party at the present time is a guarantee that it will, then the Seventh Convention of the Party will in truth be the most important milestone in its history.
The Crisis in the United States and the Problems of the Communist Party

By S. MINGULIN

ON March 6, in response to the call of the Communist Party, more than a million workers demonstrated on the streets in the United States. In the course of a recruiting drive lasting from two to three months, enough new workers streamed into the Communist Party to almost double the number of its membership. Six thousand new members joined the Party and 90% of them are workers from the mills and the factories. One thousand out of those 6,000 are Negroes.

In the street demonstrations against the Mexican counter-revolutionary President Rubio that were staged while he was in the U. S. paying his respects to his Wall Street bosses, tens of thousands of workingmen were mobilized by the Party. Forty to fifty thousand workers demonstrated in protest against the fascist terror at the funeral of Comrade Katovis, who was murdered by the police.

The Communist Party led the fight in Gastonia, the struggle of the Illinois miners and is directing all other similar struggles of the American workers. The most serious minded bourgeois press got busy talking about Communism, about the menace of Communism, not abstractly, but about the menace right here—at home, in the form of the American Communist Party and an aroused American proletariat, together with the masses of exploited farmers, in the struggle against capitalism.

What does it all show? It shows that a break has occurred in the development of American capitalism and, conforming to that, a turning point has been reached in the development of the class struggle in the U. S. The problem of the building up of a mass Communist Party is being solved in the course of the class struggle. Not Europe is being Americanized, but America is being Europeanized. This change did not happen suddenly. It seems sudden only to those who acquired a faith in the "permanence of American prosperity," a faith in American "exceptionalism." This change was developing during the last few years, the economic crisis that has broken out in the U. S. has merely brought it to the forefront and has given, at the same time, a tremendous push to the revolutionary development.
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It was precisely the fact that the Communist Party of America was deliberately preparing itself and the masses for the coming change, that it was purging itself mercilessly of a Right (and also "left") opportunism, and because of that, it proved in the main fully equal to the task of meeting the new situation.

The call of the Communist Party met with an enthusiastic response among the broadest masses. By this time it should be clear to all that the Lovestonian leadership was leading the Party direct to ruin, that the ideologic education the Party received at the hands of Pepper was leading it along a path of a "left" Labor Party. At the same time, it is also clear how false were the Trotskyist charges of Cannon against the Party. His policy would have led to a sectarian degeneration of the Party, to the loss of its very loyal Party cadres and to its blissful transformation into the tail end of Menshevism.

However, none of these things have actually happened. In the first place, because both Lovestone and Cannon, have miscalculated things. They didn’t realize that the American Communist Party, the vast majority of it, is a Party of the Communist International, devoted to it, devoted to bolshevism, to the Proletarian Revolution. In the second place, because both of them, Lovestone as well as Cannon, miscalculated in another matter. They did not realize that the Communist International and its leadership are the incarnation of the Leninist International and of Leninist leadership. Lastly, because both Lovestone as well as Cannon got fooled by their idol—American "prosperity."

Only a year ago, in fact, even less than that, the subject of the problems and the mission of the American Communist Party was being debated upon. "I think, comrades," said Stalin, in the American commission on the 6 of May, 1929, "that the American Communist Party is one of those very few Communist Parties of the world that are entrusted by history with tasks of decisive importance from the point of view of the world revolutionary movement." Lovestone and Cannon thought differently. They thought that the American Communist Party should act the part of a small chorus engaged in singing panderatory hymns, to the might of American imperialism and to the perspectives "of the proletarian revolution" that "naturally flow" from such might. In contradistinction to the Right (and also "left") revolutionists, the Comintern pointed out, "that the time is not far off when a revolutionary crisis will break out in America. And when a revolutionary crisis will break out in America, it will mean the beginning of the end of capitalism throughout the world." (Stalin).

The revolutionary crisis did not break out in America as yet, but the turning point in the development towards that crisis has
already been reached. The end of world capitalism has not arrived as yet. But does not the turning point in America serve as a starting point for an accelerated development of a growing revolutionary tension into a revolutionary situation? And just because it was basing itself on the above mentioned considerations did the Com-intern emphasize so sharply the importance of the problems of the American Communist Party. “It is necessary that the American C. P. should qualify for the task of facing the historic moment fully armed and give leadership to the oncoming class battles in America. This task, comrades, requires preparation; you will have to devote all your powers to it, all your resources. You will have to improve and bolshevide the American Communist Party; you will have to work hard and effectively liquidate all kinds of factionalism and all deviations in your Party. . . . You will have to apply yourself to the task of forging truly revolutionary cadres and truly revolutionary leaders of the proletariat, capable of leading the many millions-strong working class into class revolutionary battles. Any and all personal and factional considerations must be ruthlessly eliminated and the revolutionary education of the American working class must be made the central point of your problems.” (Stalin).

History has already “balanced the books” of last year’s debates. Like soap bubbles bursted, the boastful assertions of Lovestone that something like ninety-nine per cent of the American Party membership will follow him. “Poor hopes . . . comrades,” Stalin pointed out to them at the meeting of the Presidium of the Central Committee of the Communist International on the 14th of May, 1929. “You have what is merely a formal majority just now, but tomorrow you will have no majority whatsoever and you will find yourself totally isolated if you make an attempt to start a fight against the decisions of the Presidium of the Executive Committee of the Comintern.” Surely, even Lovestone entertains no more doubts about that, at this time. The mass revolutionary demonstrations of the 6th of March in the U. S. represent a turning point in the development of the revolutionary movement in the U. S.

When a Party fifteen thousand strong is able to take out into the streets on a previously determined day and to the tune of its own slogans more than a million proletarians, that is an indication that a tremendous struggling, a re-alignment of classes and a series of rumblings and jolts are taking place; that the working class as a whole is being aroused for the struggle; that the hard shell of bourgeois tutelage that seemed to hold the American working class in a firmer grip than elsewhere, is being broken down. A small Communist Party that up to now was mainly a propagandist organization, places itself at the head of a movement of hundreds of thousands of proletarians. 110,000 are demonstrating on the streets
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of New York, fighting with the police, fighting for their right to the streets, their right to an open struggle with the bourgeoisie as a class.

In Detroit, where the Party only counted a few hundred members, in the very center of the automobile industry, 100,000 workers are led into the streets by the Party, are pushing their way ahead in the course of an hour and a half of fighting with the police with tens of wounded, the same as in New York, all the time carrying high Communist banners and slogans. The same in Chicago, in San Francisco, in Cleveland, Pittsburgh and so on and so on. Never in the history of the American movement has there been such a mighty outpouring of the masses as the demonstrations of March Sixth. The ice has been really broken.

In the year 1901 in connection with the economic crisis and the beginning of a revolutionary upheaval in Russia, Lenin wrote: "But the breakdown of the industrial boom will not only convince the workers that united front struggle has become a permanent necessity for them, it will also destroy those harmful illusions that have already begun taking shape during the boom period. Here and there the workers would succeed quite easily in forcing concessions by means of strikes, and the significance of such 'economic' struggles began to be exaggerated, they began to forget that trade unions (craft unions of workers and strikes) will, at best, succeed in wresting more favorable conditions for the sale of the merchandise-labor power. Craft unions and strikes cannot help when that 'merchandise' is not in demand under conditions of a crisis; they are impotent as far as changing those conditions are concerned, that transform labor power into merchandise, thereby condemning the working masses to a life of direct penury and unemployment. To change these conditions a revolutionary struggle against the entire contemporary society and its political regime is necessary and the economic crisis is sure to convince many and many a worker of the correctness of the above truth."

The demonstrations of the 6 of March are proof of the fact that the masses of the American working class have already learned much from the crisis and learned exactly in our, in the Leninist sense, although to be sure, much is left to be learned in the future. The demonstrations of Sixth of March are not an isolated one-day affair of only the unemployed masses; the 6 of March was in the first place, preceded by considerable preparatory work on the part of the Party and the Trade Union Unity League. A very energetic militant campaign was being carried on by the Party during about a month and a half preceding the demonstrations. For a month and a half, the preparatory work for March 6 occupied the very center of attention of the Party and TUUL. In the second place,
if we see no important strikes at present, we must keep in mind
that the Party is as yet very weak in the industrial plants and at
the same time there is taking place a rapid closing down of factories,
reduced production, the stretching of the work day and wage cuts.
The Daily Worker prints daily correspondence from all over the
country carrying news to that effect.

Unemployment is rapidly on the increase. The total of all un-
employed in the U. S. (including both those fully and partly un-
employed) is at present around 10 million, that is, one out of every
three workers is unemployed. The President of the American
Federation of Labor has announced that more than 20% of the
membership of the A. F. of L. is unemployed. This entire en-
vironment under conditions of a constantly growing unemployment
and worsening the entire status of the working class, forces to the
front for consideration by the proletariat—both new methods and
forms of struggle and a different way of combining those methods.
This, of course, does not mean that the Party need not try its best
to develop and broaden the economic strike nor that the economic
struggle ceases to be in the very center of the class struggle. The
struggle for the daily needs of the workers must not be limited and
circumscribed to economic strikes alone. At certain periods the
economic strike as a method of working class struggle is being
quite often replaced and combined by the masses themselves with
other methods of struggle. This is by no means a new phenomenon.

Precisely in connection with the development of lockouts, Lenin
wrote as follows: “The attitude of Marxists towards the
strike movement did not result in any vacillation or dissatisfaction
among the workers...Already in February of 1913 did the deci-
sions formulated by the Marxists, point definitely and loudly to the
lockout and the necessity of figuring it as a tactical factor. And
how is this figuring to be done? Carefully considering the expediency
of each and every demonstrative move, changing forms of struggle,
replacing some forms by others (we are discussing here, first of all,
the revolutionary mass demonstrations—I. M.), the one un-
failing tendency of all our moves must be the raising of the strug-
gles to ever higher and higher levels. Class conscious workers know
very well certain concrete forms of a higher level of struggle that
only liquidators are “unfamiliar” with and are “unable to under-
stand.” Just because the tactical problems of that period consisted in
solving the question of proper forms and methods of struggle of the
laboring masses for their every day interests, did Lenin so clearly
elaborate on the question of the principles of Marxian tactics.

“Marxian tactics,” writes Lenin, “consist in combining different
modes of struggle, in a skillful change from one to the other, in
steadfastly raising the consciousness of the masses and the wide sweep of their united actions, of which each individual move is sometimes one of the offensive, another time one of the defensive, but together they all lead towards an ever deeper and more decisive conflict.” And the working class of the U.S. in its ever unfolding struggle applies this Leninist tactic: multiplying methods of struggle, combining different methods, raising its own class consciousness, passing over to ever higher forms of struggle. Economic and political strikes, sometimes alternating, at other times simultaneous and interwoven into one indivisible whole, unite the masses of workers against the capitalists and the bourgeois state, fermenting discontent among ever wider masses of the proletariat and drawing into the fight the great mass of agricultural laborers (the strike of 5,000 agricultural laborers in Imperial Valley) and farmers.

This varied combination of methods and forms for mass struggle is at present based first of all on the growth of unemployment. Labor strikes are getting to be ever more often interwoven with revolutionary demonstrations. The most characteristic feature of the class struggle in America, is exactly the numerous revolutionary demonstrations of proletarian masses taking place daily. Tremendous masses of the proletariat demonstrated on the streets and were also engaged in open fights with the police. The proletarian struggle pushes its way into the open, on the streets. The development and results of this form of struggle determine for the time being the moods of the classes. It is an indicator of the level of the revolutionary upsurge and its character. A combination of the economic and political strike with revolutionary demonstrations—that is the particular form of struggle that is pushed to the front for the present by the mass revolutionary movement.

This form of proletarian struggle determines the level of the revolutionary upsurge and itself receives a mighty push as a result of the growth of the world economic crisis. The revolutionary mass demonstration—this higher form of class struggle that took shape after the First of May demonstrations of 1929, became the leading form after the Tenth Plenum of the ECCI and raised the revolutionary wave and the class struggle of the proletariat to a new and higher level. This form of proletarian struggle is dictated also by the ever growing importance of the movement of the unemployed. The circumstance, that unemployment plays such a role, that the unemployed by the thousands are beginning to occupy the front lines in revolutionary demonstrations, finds of course a corresponding tactical reply from the bourgeoisie and social-fascism.

The strategy of the bourgeoisie and of social-fascism consists in an effort to isolate the movement of the unemployed from the
movement of the workers who are at work in the plants, to place that movement in opposition to the struggle of the employed workers. Hence our most important task is to accomplish a unification of the movement of unemployed and employed, to transform the struggle and the movement of unemployed against unemployment into a movement and struggle of the entire working class, make the struggle of workers in industry also a struggle for the interest of the unemployed as well. It follows that even basing itself on the economic struggle of the working class, on the struggle for partial demands, it is possible for revolutionary demonstrations to play a really revolutionizing role, the role of a much higher form of mobilization and bringing out of the masses. Only in this way is it possible to attain, on the one hand, a fusion of revolutionary mass demonstrations with economic and political strikes and, on the other hand, a unification, a united struggle of those employed with the unemployed and with the oppressed masses as a whole.

A mass revolutionary demonstration unites the struggle of those employed with the struggle of a tremendously big revolutionized army of unemployed, it continues the struggle of the proletariat with that of the farmers, the struggle of the city proletariat with that of the farm laborers. Thus it serves as a gauge of the extent of the revolutionary upsurge of the most varied and deepest layers of the oppressed masses.

The revolutionary demonstration is at the same time an expression of the higher level reached by the revolutionary upsurge. Here, the struggle of the masses, particularly under present conditions of a fascist and social-fascist regime of terror, is inevitably assuming sharpened political and revolutionary character. The mass demonstration is not an independent method of struggle under conditions of a ripening economic crisis and in the absence of a revolutionary situation: Only in conjunction with other forms of struggle, basing itself on them and at the same time pushing them ahead can it play the part of the motive power of the revolutionary upsurge. Under conditions of a crisis, when the bosses are only too ready to make use of lockouts, of shutting down the plants, there naturally arise particular difficulties. Here, the key to the situation is the daily mass work of the Communist Party. Without it there is the isolation of the vanguard from the masses, phrase-mongering about a revolutionary upsurge instead of organizing that upsurge, diluting the revolutionary content of the mass demonstration, its isolation from the struggle of the workers in the factories, its transformation into a mere playing with revolutionary demonstrations.

The demonstrations on March Sixth are truly the culminating point of an entire period of a growing mass movement, that finds
its expression in numerous spontaneous and shortlived strikes interspersed with strikes of such magnitude, for instance, as the struggle in Gastonia, New Orleans, New Bedford, Illinois, and the strike of 5,000 farm laborers in California.

But these economic strikes, were at the same time political strikes, they were turned into such, and were being fused with political mass demonstrations. The 6 of March was their culmination, it was the biggest demonstration in the history of the American working class.

And thus, the small Communist Party of America is faced today with the very responsible task of giving leadership to a mass movement that is growing by leaps and bounds.

This movement cannot, of course, be expected to grow at an even rate of speed—today a million, tomorrow two million, etc. We know there will be ups and downs, low tides are sure to come, but there are sure to be also even still more turbulent tides. All of this, however, does not in any way detract from the significance of the movement of today nor of those problems that it places before the Party for solution. The "American tempo" characterizes today the development of the class struggle in America. The American labor movement of today is in some respects already proving to be a model for its older brother in arms, the European labor movement. The American Communist Party did in fact show an example in the course of the class struggle how to prepare the transformation of a small Party into a mass organization. It has also shown how a small Party can bring out in the streets tremendous masses and by this act alone produce the very pre-conditions for a mass Party.

"It is possible," said Lenin at the III Congress of the Comintern, "that even a small Party, for instance the English or American Party, after having made a thorough study of the course of political development and having familiarized itself with the life and habits of the non-Party masses, will be able at an appropriate moment to develop a revolutionary movement. If it will, at such moment, come out with its slogans and will succeed in having a million workers follow it — then you will have before you a full fledged mass movement."

Aren't those words referring directly and immediately to the American Communist Party and the mass demonstrations of the 6 of March? It is of course self understood that this does not eliminate the problem of winning the majority of the working class.

The March 6 mass movement in the U. S. is of very great international importance. It has in the most concrete manner brought into the world revolutionary upsurge the 30 millions of
American proletariat, in the very rear of the colossus of world imperialism.

That is sure to give a mighty push forward to the development of a national revolutionary movement in the virtual colonies of American imperialism in Latin America. The American bourgeoisie, the A. F. of L. are today seriously losing their self-confidence and stability. At one pole in the USSR, flourishing socialist construction, at the other pole—the undermining of the last and most important section of capitalist prosperity. On the whole it cannot possibly fail to be the biggest revolutionary factor in the international struggle of the working class.

Every proletarian Party is faced during such periods of upswing with “unexpected” gigantic organizational and political problems wholly incomparable with those of the previous comparatively peaceful period. And particularly acute and pressing are the organizational problems. It is no accident that Lenin, on the eve of the 1905 upheaval, as well as during the one of 1912, and from the very beginning of the revolution of 1917, did not cease to press for recognition of the organizational problems as of first importance. Organization, organization and again—organization. That was the slogan Lenin was pushing forward to the masses and the Party. To consolidate the positions already conquered, to embrace organizationally the growing mass movement, seriously to entrench ourselves in the basic industries, the strategically most important points in the class struggle—such is today the basic problem of the American Communist Party.

Basically this problem can be solved in only three ways:

In the first place, and before anything, broadening the cadres and strengthening all the various Party organizations and other organizations close to it and above all, the revolutionary trade unions. In the second place, by the unfolding of a truly bolshevik agitation among the widest masses of the working class. And lastly, by a radical improvement of the Party and non-Party press, making it a truly mass press that is basing itself on an army of worker-correspondents, turning it into an effective weapon for the political education and mobilization of the masses, into a weapon for the building up of the Party and non-Party organizations.

“We must greatly broaden,” Lenin wrote on the eve of the revolutionary upheaval of 1905, “the cadres of the various Party organizations and its close affiliations in order to keep in step with the 100 fold increased torrent of revolutionary energy of the people.” This at present is the most important problem for the Party. The Party touched and grappled with only one-half of the problem—the problem of recruiting into the Party of new workers and it is solving this problem in a Bolshevik man-
ner. The Party has given the recruiting campaign the character of a truly mass political campaign. The entire Party was mobilized. The Central Committee and particularly the Organization Department of the CC has been converted into a general staff for the purpose of guiding this campaign. The central Party organ, the Daily Worker, was also mobilized for that purpose. The progress of the campaign was discussed daily; correspondence was arriving from the front discussing the successes and weaknesses of the campaign. The Organization Department was publishing weekly full data together with an analysis of the course of the campaign, a criticism of the shortcomings, emphasizing the achievements, bracing up those lagging behind.

The preliminary results during the course of the campaign were repeatedly discussed by the Central Committee and concrete instructions, based on a merciless self-criticism, were given to the organization. A truly revolutionary competition was built up among the organizations. The Party leadership as well as the Party as a whole never did close its eyes, to, or cover up, the shortcomings of this work. The basic task of the Party in this respect is to consolidate the results already achieved.

The Party today can afford to transfer the center of gravity of its further recruiting efforts in the direction of a qualitative improvement. We should keep in mind that the Party has also at its disposal other organizations, schools of the class struggle, schools of Communist strategy and tactics, where it can and in fact should recruit workers by the thousands who are insufficiently prepared, and in need of preliminary schooling. Such are, first of all, the revolutionary trade unions.

The change in the development of the class struggle expresses itself in the growth of a widespread and stubborn economic struggle of the working class. The dumping of tens of thousands of workers into the streets, into the ranks of the growing multimillion army of unemployed, the total lack of social insurance, the vicious intensification of labor, reduction of wages and lengthening of the working day for those still at work in the factories, the ruination and further enslavement of the masses of farmers—along this path of a vicious offensive against the standard of living of the proletariat and of the working masses as a whole is the bourgeoisie traveling in an effort to find a way out of the crisis. The bourgeoisie is mobilizing for that purpose its state apparatus—the social-fascists, hired-bands of strike-breakers and gangsters, religion, the press, etc.

In answer to this, we see rising the mass economic movement and counter-offensive of the working class and exploited farmers. This movement proceeds at an uneven tempo in different industries and varied sublayers of the working class, but it has nevertheless a
truly mass character, embracing wide layers of the working class and under conditions of a growing fascistization of "American democracy" assumes an acute political character. This movement will unavoidably grow and is already taking up the very center of political life of the country. To organize and lead the economic struggle of the workers, to build up in the course of this struggle a common front of the employed and unemployed, tie it up with the struggle of the great masses of farmers—that is the all-embracing and decisive problem of the Party during the whole of the incoming period. Only in the process of really organizing and leading this struggle, of enlightening the masses on the lessons of their struggle and on the class problems of the movement, will the Party be able to solve the problem of winning the majority of the working class.

The Party as yet has not properly estimated the magnitude of the new problems and is not as yet clear on the methods of solving them. It has found one of those important methods, the recruiting into the Party of new thousands of workers, and along this line it has already achieved notable success. But the Party is not ready as yet to lead the rising revolutionary upsurge in the country. There cannot be any illusions on this point. And the Party cannot accomplish the task without a determined break, a sharp turn about in the methods of work, of developing and consolidating the revolutionary trade unions. The March 6 demonstrations that are an expression of a mighty spontaneous upheaval of the masses should not deceive the Party as to its own organizational weakness and absence of much firmer contacts with the wide masses. Only basing itself on the revolutionary trade unions, on the Trade Union Unity League, will the Party be able to accomplish successfully the task of assuming leadership in the struggles of the working class.

But the situation in the TUUL is as yet exceedingly tragic. In every way, organizationally, politically and from the point of view of cadres the TUUL is particularly weak and wholly unprepared to cope with its tasks. This was revealed in a particular clear manner by the strike in Illinois as well as by a series of other strikes (the strike of the needle workers, furriers, cloakmakers, food workers, etc.).

To arrive at a turning point in this field:

1. The Party must be clear on its problems in relation to the TUUL. Only the Party can build, strengthen and lead the TUUL. The Party is responsible for the condition of the TUUL. That, of course, does not in any way relieve the Party comrades directly leading the TUUL from immediate responsibility for its condition.
The TUUL is not an organization parallel to and competing with the Party. The TUUL is a broad mass non-Party organization embracing the widest masses of workers, organizing them for the struggle for their daily interests and transforming that struggle along political channels. The TUUL has no objects that are contrary and contradictory to the Party. It is a school for training for the revolutionary class struggle of the widest masses of the working classes. It therefore is the lever and the reserve of the Party. There, therefore, cannot be such a thing as a Communist outside the TUUL. Every Communist inside the TUUL is carrying on the basic Party task, the task of maintaining contact with the wide masses of workers, winning them over on the side of the Communist Party. This goal will be achieved by the Communists not by means of a formal recognition by the TUUL of the leading role of the Party, not by offensively reminding the TUUL of that leading role, but by acting as the best fighters, best activizers and leaders in the mass movements of the working class.

2. It is necessary that the entire Party and its committees from the bottom to the very top should get busy with the task of leading and doing the work of the TUUL. The Party organizations should very carefully discuss the tasks and problems of the TUUL, and be mobilized for that job. It is necessary to build up mass self-criticism and control over the proper carrying out of decisions.

3. The Party press should be effectively mobilized for their task. The Daily Worker will have to play here a tremendously important part. It will have to convince the entire Party that the task of building and strengthening the TUUL is at present really the central problem of the Party. The workers correspondents will have to be mobilized for this task. Aside from this, it is necessary to print periodically a special section or page showing how this most important Party task is being carried out by the Party organizations.

4. The Party fractions are the basic lever of the Party in the TUUL. Without their systematic Bolshevik work there can be no change in the TUUL. The fractions should be perfected organizationally, should carry out the work of the TUUL systematically, should help the Party leadership to mobilize the Party for TUUL work, should formulate the TUUL problems for discussion by Party committees and Party organizations and should submit those problems to them. The Party fractions within the TUUL led as they are in their work by Party committees carry the full and immediate responsibility for the entire work of the TUUL.

However, the above measures will prove to be wholly insufficient and cannot be successfully carried out if the Party will not assure
their success by strengthening of the Party cadres working within the TUUL. The Party must, for that purpose, carry out a proper redistribution of Party cadres at the center as well as locally. This redistribution must be carried out on such a scale as to insure at least a guaranteed minimum of a serious change in the TUUL work.

While carrying out the above mentioned tasks and keeping in mind the growing magnitude of its problems and the size of its forces the Party should be guided by a definite organizational and political plan that would provide for such a concentration of effort in the work of Party organizations and of the TUUL that would result in accomplishing the change, first of all in the more responsible decisive sections of the class struggle. In the TUUL itself, it is necessary:

1. To carry on the widest possible ideological campaign against a minority conception, a conception of a mere opposition to the old trade unions, that in actual practice was lately resulting in the TUUL organization dragging at the tail end of struggles. A most determined struggle both in theory and in practice should be conducted against such an ideology. The TUUL is an independent leader in the economic struggles of the working class. It is an uncompromising foe of the A. F. of L. Its task is to mobilize the masses, win them to its side, embrace them organizationally within its own folds and to destroy the American Federation of Labor, the most reliable support of American imperialism. At the same time, both the Party and the TUUL should intensify the work within the ranks of the A. F. of L. The TUUL, the same as the Party, each in its own way, must carry on an irreconcilable struggle against all, and particularly, against Right wing opportunism in the proletarian class struggle. Only acting as an independent organizer of the struggle of the masses under Party leadership can the TUUL grow and carry out its tasks.

2. The center of gravity of TUUL work should be definitely carried over into the factories. At present, the TUUL base in the factories is very weak.

3. We must strengthen and stabilize the TUUL organizationally. At present the TUUL is organizationally in a very deplorable state.

4. In all its activities the TUUL, especially its center, should strive to attain clearness, concreteness both in work and leadership. Leadership in particular should be concrete, popular, understandable to the masses, corresponding with the tasks of mass action.

5. The basic problem of the TUUL is the problem of cadres and a mere redistribution of Party forces cannot solve that problem
in a fundamental manner. That will only be a decisive factor in bringing about the beginning of a change. A fundamental solution of the problems of cadres will be attained only in the course of the growth of the TUUL itself, only with the small mass promotion of ideologically more developed workers, during the very course of the struggle and their education.

6. Numerically, the TUUL is wholly out of step with the development of the mass movement. The present environment is especially favorable and demands categorically that this numerical weakness of the TUUL should be done away with. Under present conditions of a mass upsurge the TUUL cannot be considered as a mass organization.

7. The TUUL cannot accomplish a change in its development if the method of mass self-criticism will not be made the basic method of its work.

8. It is necessary to bring about a decided change in the character of the TUUL organ, Labor Unity. As at present constituted, Labor Unity does not in any way fill the bill. In its make up it is a bureaucratic paper incapable of satisfying the demands of a mass struggle. It is imperatively necessary to transform Labor Unity into a fighting mass organ, reflecting all the phases of the daily life and struggles of the working masses. This cannot be accomplished by Labor Unity unless it will base itself on a great army of worker-correspondents who should in the main, constitute the staff of the paper. The preparatory work for the coming Party convention as well as the work of the convention itself should be utilized to bring about a decided change in the development of the TUUL. A change in that direction will mean a change in the work and development of the Party itself. And that is at the present time the basic problem of the Party.

In the work of the revolutionary trade unions it is necessary particularly to emphasize at present the struggle against unemployment. More than anywhere else did unemployment take up a position in the very center of the stage of life in the United States. The Party and the revolutionary trade unions should make an effort to consolidate and develop the successes achieved in this connection on the 6 of March. The struggle against unemployment, and the leadership of the movement of unemployed should actually be used by the Party and the revolutionary trade unions as the starting point in the mobilization of the masses.

The work among the ranks of the A. F. of L. should be substantially strengthened. The social basis of social fascism including also this ultra imperialistic organization has sharply narrowed down, and is becoming still narrower. The workers that are still following the A. F. of L. are turning to the left, are
looking for class leadership. The "left" social fascists (Musteites and the Socialist Party) who are being patronized by the bourgeoisie, and are trying hard, by means of the supposedly class phraseology and the treasonable tactics of a make believe leadership of the struggle to at least slow down the revolutionizing process that is pushing the masses into a position of class struggle. They are trying to accomplish it by making it appear that the objects of the class struggle can be attained without following the leadership of the Communists and the revolutionary trade unions. That is why the work inside the A. F. of L. must be intensified and the Party itself should direct its fire to unmask the "left" social fascists. The main fire should be directed there.

A change in the Party work among Negroes seems to have been achieved. This change should be consolidated politically. And that can be accomplished only provided the political content of that problem is made thoroughly clear and that means, to make the Negro problem in the South a problem of a national revolutionary movement in the United States. Only in this way will the Party be able to conduct successfully a fight against white chauvinism, to free the masses of the working farmers of the South from the influence of the bourgeois movement of Garvey, to build up the hegemony of the proletariat in the national revolutionary movement of the South, to tie it up with the revolutionary struggle of the workers and finally to build up the common front in this struggle between black and white workers. But the change in this line of work, if there is one, is as yet very insignificant and we must make a sharp turn.

For the present, one of the most important tasks of the Party in the line of Negro work is also the task of making the "Liberator" a fighting mass organ of the movement of Negro workers and farmers. This paper at present answers this purpose only to a very limited extent.

The turn that must be made in our revolutionary trade unions must also be carried through in the activities of the Young Communist League, altho the situation in the latter it not quite the same.

At last, we must achieve a decided break in the agrarian question. The Lovestonian leadership, true to Menshevist tradition, almost wholly ignored this question. It is altogether impermissible to maintain such an attitude now. The general crisis, made more acute by the agrarian crisis in turn highly intensifies the latter. The agrarian question acquires a tremendous revolutionary significance for the Party. The Party must come out in this case with a definite program. The Party will be able to achieve a united revolutionary front of workers and of the exploited masses of
farmers if it itself together with the revolutionary trade unions carries on work among the farm laborers. Especially must be emphasized the sharpening of the agrarian crisis in the South in connection with its more cultured type of economy — and hence the necessity of developing here truly intensive activity is quite obvious.

Our Party has as yet made no attempt to utilize the opportunities of the particular field of work known as the municipal field. The Party should, in this connection, apply to itself all the conclusions and instructions of the Enlarged Presidium of the ECCI on the subject of municipal politics and Communist activity therein.

Lastly, about the Daily Worker. The importance of the paper is being enhanced to a very high degree, its responsibility is growing. The Daily Worker is a fighting newspaper. But it is altogether insufficiently a mass organ. In this respect a decided change should be attained. First of all a clearer and more popular style in the language of the paper should be introduced. The American Party is still burdened, especially in its press, with the heavy load inherited from Pepper and Lovestone. Pepper, raised and educated on Austro-Marxism, carried over much of its worst features into the work of the Communist Party. That is, in the first place, the pseudo-theoretical language that perverts Marxism. In the second place, the habit of speaking to the masses in such a way as to make it impossible for the masses to grasp what is wanted of them. That is, generally speaking, just what is so characteristic of opportunism. In the third place, the indulgence in very protracted and tedious make-believe theorizing at a time when the needs of the moment require plain and direct instructions to the masses as to what they are to do. The paper should resolutely cleanse itself of all that litter, of all that Pepperism.

It needs further:

a) A clear differentiation and classification of the different departments of the paper and their contents (the worker should be able to find at a glance in the paper just what he needs and what the paper wants to tell him).

b) We think that in this connection it is also imperative that the habit of continuing a subject matter from one page to another should be definitely stopped (this is a particularly undesirable feature in a popular mass paper).

c) The editorials should be short and cast in a decidedly more popular mold.

d) As much light as possible should be thrown on all the phases of the life and work of the Party organizations, of the building of the Party and of revolutionary trade unions (the work of Party organizations in that direction).

e) The paper is already beginning to throw some light on the
organizational work; it should help the Party to achieve a decided change in the revolutionary propagandistic work: it should throw light on the work of the Young Communist League, on the work among women, the agrarian question, Negro work, work in the co-operatives and other mass organizations, conditions of its language sections. A more systematic and thorough enlightenment on the problems of the USSR, looking at it as a political problem, for the mobilization of the masses.

f) Generally, the paper should find a way of skillfully inaugurating intensified activity. The most important task of the paper is the building up of an army of worker-correspondents. But it isn’t enough to create worker-correspondents, it is necessary to systematically educate them, teach them how to work, organize them, actively tie them up with the life and work of the paper. The paper should utilize the lessons of the discussion about the British Daily Worker at the Enlarged Presidium of the ECCI. In this connection, it may be of importance to make “The Communist” a semi-monthly organ of the Party.

Special attention should be paid by the paper to the task of giving help, critical guidance to the other national Party organs, above all to the special factory papers. The papers should take hold of this job in a most serious manner both organizationally, politically and in the sense of work to be done by the editorial department itself.

The sharpening of the class struggle, the growth of the mass movement, the rapid development of the revolutionary upsurge accelerates the fascistization of the state apparatus, the growth of social-fascism. This manifests itself in many ways: in the growth of police terror, the persecution of revolutionary workers and particularly of the Communist Party, the centralization of power of the bourgeois state, the unmasking of all remnants of “democracy,” the growth of a “left” social-fascism. The Party should follow all these developments with the greatest attention, should reveal the fascist and social-fascist nature of the state and of social reformism; the Party should tie up this work with its entire daily activity of agitation and struggle in order that the working masses should really understand that the fight against fascism and social-fascism constitutes in fact the sum total of the contents of their entire class struggle for the present period.

In this connection we are faced with the problem of illegality.

The Party should not play with illegality. It should unfold a struggle against the bourgeois attacks threatening the existence of the Party, and should transform it into a mass struggle. The question of a struggle against an illegal existence is a political question, a question of mobilization of the masses, a question of strengthening
our contacts with them and first of all a question of strengthening
the Party's positions inside the factories.

The intensification of the struggle against the war danger should
be facilitated by placing the matter on practical grounds and by
that is meant the serious consideration of the problem of work
among the proletarians in uniform in the army and the navy.

The struggle against Right opportunism and against different
leftist, sectarian deviations is not as yet at an end in the Party. The
center of gravity of this fight is just now being transformed to the
field of practical work—the struggle with opportunism in practice,
the struggle against a sectarian underestimation of mass work and
above all against an opportunistic lack of skill and ability to unfold
a bolshevik tempo of mass, political and organizational work.
That of course, does not in any way mean a weakening of the strug-
gle against opportunism on the ideological front. Certainly not.
But this struggle should be made more popular, more concrete.

The Party can solve all these problems only provided it will
continue improving its methods of self-criticism and revolutionary
competition. It should not be assumed that mass self-criticism
can be depended upon to develop spontaneously and, once spontane-
ously developed, will necessarily turn out to be a Bolshevist self-
criticism. The method of self-criticism is not only that particular
field where the organizational principles of Bolshevism are not
being applied. Mass self-criticism must also be developed, raised
and nursed within the Party and the masses: the masses must be
taught to master it, they must be shown its achievements and failures
and the revolutionary problems of the day, etc. Mass criticism has
already been of tremendous help to the Party but the problems of
the future are of an incomparably greater scale and revolutionary
self-criticism and competition are destined to play a tremendous
revolutionary role.

The Communist Party of the U. S. is now entering the stream
of a world-wide revolutionary upsurge of the masses. It has al-
ready entered it. The problem of cadres is getting to be parti-
cularly acute. This problem must, of course, be solved by a com-
bination of various methods, education, school training, and train-
ing in the work in the fraternal mass organizations, and, above all,
purging the cadres of opportunistic elements. However, a basic
solution of the problem can be found only in the promotion of
advanced proletarian Party members, who stood the test and ability as
leaders of fighting masses in the very course of the struggle. This
must be done all along the line—from the Party unit up to the
Central Committee.

An inexperienced Party might feel perplexed and be at a loss
to orientate itself when faced by all these unexpected but tremen-
ously important immediate problems. It is, indeed, impossible to overcome this difficulty, unless we approach the matter in a bolshevik, Leninist way: "We should keep in mind," wrote Lenin, faced with a similar situation, "that just now, of much greater importance for the purpose of training and teaching is action which teaches those as yet untrained, to embrace our point of view, yes, wholly our point of view.... There are plenty of such people, never yet did revolutionary Russia possess such a mass of people as now. Never yet was the revolutionary class faced with such exceptionally favorable conditions as regards temporary allies, true friends and involuntary helpmates, as is the case with the Russian proletariat of today. There are plenty of people, masses of them, all it is necessary to do is to throw overboard all thoughts and sayings that keep you lagging behind, and to give full leeway, to open the way to the initiative of the masses."

The American Communist Party should bravely proceed along this Leninist road in its effort to embrace organizationally the great masses to develop cadres that would cope with the rapidly growing problem of the revolutionary upsurge, to transform itself in the quickest possible way into a mass Party and to conquer the majority of the working class.
Some Burning Problems of Organization

By JOHN WILLIAMSON

A MOST pressing problem confronting the Party today, which penetrates every field of work and every Section of the Party, is the understanding for and creation of, the proper organizational forms and activities to carry out and enforce the Party resolutions which have been passed and accepted.

This is not a new problem, but today with the rapidly growing influence of the Party and the innumerable demands made upon the Party it has become an acute problem which, unless solved, will result in serious consequences for the Party. Dealing with the same problem several years ago, before it assumed the acute form it has today in the Communist Party of the U. S. A., Comrade Kuusinen very aptly described the problem as follows:

"One of the relics of social-democracy is the underestimation of the extent of the organizational tasks involved in reaching the masses. This approaches very nearly to an underestimation of the consciously Communist role of leadership. Miracles are expected from the elementary course of the spontaneous mass movement and inadequate steps are taken to organize and lead this mass movement... Our comrades talk a great deal about analysis of the situation, about slogans, political lines, etc., but unfortunately they concern themselves all too little with the organization of mass work."

This is the kernel of the general problem confronting us today which must be solved.

POLITICAL INFLUENCE VERSUS ORGANIZATIONAL STRENGTH.

There has always been a gap between the political influence and organizational strength of the Party, but today, the growing response of the masses to the leadership of the Party, arising out of the accentuated class struggle, widens this gap and makes it acute. This is also furthered by a persistent reliance on spontaneity which replaces systematic organizational preparations for all mass movements on the part of considerable sections of the Party. The solution of this problem must involve every nucleus and fraction, as well as all leading committees.

In the last nine months, four outstanding events took place which vividly brought home the correct Party estimation of the present
period: August 1 Anti-War Demonstrations, the Cleveland TUUL Convention, March 6 Unemployment Demonstrations, embracing over one million workers, and May 1 embracing over 300,000 workers. In each of these the Party gained headway—the workers responding to the leadership of the Party and the TUUL in numbers far exceeding expectations or justified by organized preparations. But with each of these magnificent victories, the gap between the political influence and organizational strength and influence of the Party becomes wider. There has been too much strutting around with smug self satisfaction after such events, instead of seriously tackling and solving this problem. The solution does not lie in the curtailing of activities but in meeting this crisis of growth by a basic change in the organizational forms, methods and activities of the Party so that still greater masses will respond to the Party leadership but simultaneously will be absorbed organizationally. On all such occasions (August 1, March 6, May 1) we failed in the preparatory work to organize the workers for participation. Let every District answer how many Anti-War Committees were organized in the shops on August 1; how many committees of action of employed and unemployed were organized in the factories on March 6; how many May Day action committees were organized in the shops on May 1. In only a few cases would there be affirmative answers and these are negligible. This arises from two basic causes.

(a) the definite Menshevist tendency of minimizing the conscious role of Communist leadership and organization and substitution of spontaneity of the masses;

(b) definite resistance, either thru lack of sufficient propaganda by the Party leadership or as a result of non-Communist tendencies, to make the factory the main base of our activity.

To the extent that we organize the workers' participation in all such events, it is that much easier to consolidate organizationally the political influence of the Party established on every such occasion.

The bridging of the gap between the political and organizational influence of the Party is not alone the task of recruiting new members into the Party and organizing new shop nuclei. It means the embracing organizationally of these 13½ million and 300,000 workers who responded on March 6 and May 1 into class struggle organizations, particularly the revolutionary trade unions of the Trade Union Unity League and the Unemployed Councils, as well as such other organizations as the International Labor Defense, Friends of Soviet Union, Labor Sports Union, and American Negro Labor Congress. The Party successes will mean little if simultaneously these workers, as well as every Party member, are not enrolled in shop committees of the various unions of the TUUL or in the TUUL minority
groups inside AFL unions. The unemployed workers must also be drawn into the trade unions while simultaneously functioning in their Unemployed Councils. The trade unions are the most elementary forms of class organization based primarily on struggling to improve the economic interests of the workers. For this reason the embracing of these hundreds of thousands of workers into the TUUL unions—into shop committees—is the immediate and most far reaching method of bridging the gap.

This does not exhaust the possibilities. Around every specific issue (election campaign, unemployment, anti-war, Daily Worker, Gastonia, Anti-lynching, etc.) committees of action should be organized. These temporary committees of action should then systematically be broadened out to be integrated into a permanent form of TUUL shop committee. The united front tactics from below must be put into active operation and all practices of creating united fronts thru formal attachment of names must be abolished. In all of this activity the building of the Party must be an inseparable part. The recruiting of 25,000 new members of the Party by the end of the year must be made a reality.

We must judge our mass work not alone by the glint and glitter of the spontaneous response of the workers to our demonstrations or by mere record activities but essentially by the systematic, day to day "dirty" work in the factories, in the unions and mass organizations, in the struggles of the workers, winning influence in the shop, organization of shop committees, selling Daily Workers, organizing shop nuclei. *We must declare war against all remnants of the past which delights in record activities and campaigns and recognition must go only to those who organize and build lasting foundations of the revolutionary unions and the Party in the workshops.*

**BASE MAIN ACTIVITY IN SHOPS**

To carry thru all the Party tasks and campaigns most effectively necessitates constantly improved contact with the masses. The most permanent, as well as the most sensitive point of contact, is in the shop. Here we have the workers already organized by capitalism—here the worker feels the weight of the system of capitalism, in all its economic and political phases—here is where the Communist must function as a good agitator and organizer speaking to the shop mates, to and from work, at lunch time, at the bench, always linking up the shop problems with the outstanding political issues of the day, selling Daily Workers, distributing leaflets, organizing shop committees and also recruiting the most reliable workers into the Party and organizing a shop nucleus. Even with the unemployed the shop forms a point of contact (part time work, at employment offices, etc.) altho not the only one.
Up till now the main characteristics of the Party campaigns are their failure to be organized inside the shop, instead of just the contrary being the case. In small cities we have nuclei whose life is completely barren—who are actually afraid to conduct organizational work as individuals inside the factory (individual agitation, distribution of leaflets, stickers, organization for improved conditions, etc.) or in an organized manner outside the factory (factory gate meetings, selling Daily Workers, distributing leaflets, stencilling walls, etc.). In larger cities where the importance of shop orientation is accepted, it is limited too much to distribution of leaflets, occasional shop gate meetings and Daily Worker selling and a limited number of shop papers, but the real basic work of creating organizational foundations inside the shops is not carried on.

This resistance to shop work, whether conscious or not, expresses itself in:

(a) Failure to establish any Action Committee in shops, either on March 6 or May 1 and unsatisfactory shop representation at united front conference on May 1.

(b) Bulk of new members recruited in Drive, not as result of shop work but from demonstrations and unemployed. Fact that some existing shop nuclei did not recruit a single new member.

(c) Only about 100 shop papers issued and these irregularly and the fact that not every shop nucleus issues shop papers (in Boston of 15 shop nuclei only 5 shop papers, in New York City of 13 shop nuclei only three shop papers, etc.).

(d) Failure to increase substantially circulation of Daily Worker by selling regularly at factory gates as well as insufficient workers correspondence.

(e) Insufficient tempo in TUUL Recruiting Drive. There are some shops where nuclei exist which have no shop committees and street nuclei that do not concentrate their efforts on specific shops.

(f) Only 146 shop nuclei embracing less than 10% of Party membership.

An examination of the present status of shop nuclei shows that there are 146 shop nuclei with a membership of 1219 or less than 10% of the Party membership. In some Districts a substantial section of the membership is reported as organized in shop or mine nuclei (Pittsburgh 45%, Detroit 22%) while in New York only 2% are in shop nuclei, or in Philadelphia, only 5%. We see the task ahead of us if we contrast this with the Party thesis which states:

"As long as our Party is not anchored in the industrial establishments of the country, we cannot claim to be a Bolshevik Party. Every District is therefore obligated to transform the Party base systematically into one of shop nuclei. Within the year following the convention, over 40 per cent of the Party members must be organized into shop nuclei."
This present situation exposes clearly the lack of understanding and appreciation of basing the Party in the workshops. Even these few existing shop nuclei, offer to the Party excellent possibilities for work—since they are located in basic industries (out of 130 analyzed we see: Mining 28, Metal and Steel 24; Auto 22; Textile 10; Railroad, Shoe and Leather, Shipyard, Needle 6 each; Rubber, Electric and Ammunition 4 each; Stockyards and Furniture 2 each, and a scattering of other individual industries) and in shops employing over 600,000 workers. However, we find that in some Districts they have only a nominal life with a theory that they can’t do work because they will be fired and someone else must do the work; they get insufficient attention from the leading committees with no leading comrade attached to be responsible; they exist for years without recruiting a single new member or without issuing a bulletin, not to speak of active work inside the factory.

To carry thru the task set in the thesis necessitates that in every plan of work of each District there shall be included specific shops and industries where the Party will concentrate, both by sending comrades inside to work and thru outside efforts. Every Party member in the shop must carry thru active work there with the nucleus checking up and assisting him. A better check up of the membership must be instituted so comrades don’t work in one shop without knowing each other or without the Party knowing of it. Giving the task of organizing a nucleus wherever a TUUL shop committee exists and improving the functioning of the existing nuclei by nursing their activity, attaching Party leaders, holding shop nuclei conferences, utilizing “Party Organizer” for exchange of opinions.

LIFE OF NUCLEI

To fundamentally change and improve the life and functioning of the Party nuclei is a burning problem. To this we can trace a considerable part of the reasons why the Party does not function effectively in its work and why so many of the new members have not been retained in the Party.

Firstly, the nuclei, both shop and street, are not organized as they should be. There are only these two basic forms of organization in the Communist Party; yet we have heard of “factory district nuclei” and “international branches,” etc., until recently. Street nuclei are today in some districts not organized on basis of members living within a given territory, who are not members of shop nuclei, but members are attached regardless of where they live or work and sometimes on basis of friendship. Another example, is that the nuclei from all sections of the city, meet in one place with no relation to their base. The life of the nucleus would be equivalent
to a city five thousand miles away, as far as the concentration of activity, discussion is concerned.

Such characteristic bad features of an average nucleus are:

(a) Only partial attendance, from 50 to 75%. Some members think if they are active in unions they need not attend the nucleus meetings, which is wrong.

(b) Meeting scheduled for 8, will start at 9. New members come at 8 and find door locked so go away and don't return.

(c) When meeting finally opens it takes up minutes, letters, four or five pages long are read, unending discussion over details of no importance takes place, all of which should have been disposed of by the Nucleus Executive and a summary and concrete proposals brought to the nucleus meeting.

(d) Non-understandable language with abbreviations sounding like a new language to a new worker.

(e) Even now, selling of tickets and taking of collections, altho this is prohibited by the Central Committee, except distribution of tickets for Party affairs, to be sold among non-Party members.

(f) Failure to collect dues at the meeting.

(g) No nucleus initiative displayed unless there is a letter from the Section or District. In fact, reports tell of one nucleus which opened the meeting, the chairman announced no letters this week, therefore nothing to do and the nucleus adjourned.

These are just a few of the outstanding everyday events and thru them we see why the Party does not function to full capacity.

The nucleus which is the basic Party organ, the unit of membership and activity, where everyone must attend, does not function as a generator of activity nor as a driving force to carry thru the Party campaigns. Some nuclei try to overcome their difficulties by disciplining comrades. It is correct to use discipline but to get to the root of the problem means to radically improve the political and organizational life of the nucleus—improve the content of the meetings, and discipline will be only for the passive and opportunist inclined elements.

Also the nucleus executive must assume its real duties.

The shop nucleus must be organized on a basis of several Party members working in one shop. The street nucleus must be organized on a basis of members (not in shop nuclei) living within certain area, belonging to one nucleus and conducting their activity in that area. Special exceptional forms will not be discussed here. The nucleus must be the basic unit of Party life and activity. All campaigns and tasks must be discussed and every member allotted to work which is a part of the plan of action of every nucleus. The work of every individual member must be part of an organized whole, so that the nucleus work will be a complete whole.
In addition to the campaigns of the Party the nuclei must (under the directives of the Agitprop) discuss general problems of current political interest. This is totally neglected at present. As an example a delegate to a recent Section Convention in New York City made a motion to prevent all members from attending Workers' Clubs as they don't attend their nuclei meetings. A rank and file member explained why he preferred the club to the nucleus, then explained that he was interested in knowing about the Five Year Plan and about World Unemployment and the club had lectures on these but the nucleus never discussed them. Here we see vividly the need of improving the agitprop work of the nuclei.

The deadly routine must be reduced to a minimum. This can be done thru a functioning nucleus executive committee which meets regularly before every nucleus meeting, takes up all letters, directives, works out proposals for the nucleus, arranges the agenda, arranges for reporters if necessary, makes proposals as to activity, reports on checking up of activity of every member, reports on dues standing of nucleus, etc. Dues sales must be an important function and a capable comrade must be financial secretary whose duty it is to keep after the members and collect dues—not wait until the members come and pay dues.

The nucleus must establish regularity of meeting and involve every single member in work. Every nucleus must have one or two factories which it is concentrating upon as well as carrying thru all the general political tasks of the Party.

DISTRICT AND SECTION LEADERSHIP

To carry into life the directives of the Central Committee and to develop and be responsible for the political and organizational activities and functioning of the Party and all its sub-divisions, we have 16 District Committees at the present time. In order to carry thru its function the District Committee should meet regularly to discuss the Party activities and work out new directives.

The present District Committees have not fulfilled all the requirements. This is primarily due to their election at the last conventions which were factional conventions, where members were elected not on the exclusive basis of political capacity for leadership but primarily on the basis of factional considerations. Furthermore, committees were elected whose size prevented them from functioning as active leading political bodies. Experience of the past year has shown that instead of District Committee Plenums being the leading political body of the Party, where all members participate in formulating and discussing Party policy, many times it was only an enlarged Buro meeting where the active
Buro members discussed amongst themselves to a large forum of spectators.

Furthermore, we find that the District Committees many times became stone walls between the center and the basic nuclei. Directives given are either never transmitted to the Section or Nuclei, or if transmitted, are taken bodily as given by the Central Committee, without trying in any way to adopt them specifically to the District and concretizing them. The Districts also fail to establish a functioning apparatus, involving many comrades, so that there develops one man departments, which do not function or give leadership and certainly do not know the pulse of life and activity of the lower organs. All of this must be changed at the coming convention and at the coming convention the District Committees must be so elected and constructed so as to fulfill its political function.

The incoming District Committees and consequently the Buros must be reduced in size to guarantee and establish their leading position and regular functioning in the everyday life and work of the Party. Around these leading committees other comrades must be involved in departments and committees.

In choosing the leading committees we must emphasize:

(a) Political competency based on attitude towards and understanding of Party line, tasks and campaigns plus active participation in all phases of Party work.

(b) Capacity to function actively in Party work.

(c) Inclusion of proletarians now working in shops. Their election based not alone on fact of being proletarians but this, plus activity and capacity to give Party leadership. Essential consideration is the connection with masses and capacity to reflect and understand struggles and problems and utilize this in giving Party leadership.

(d) Similarly drawing in of Negro, youth and women, not based merely on these categories but on ability and work.

(e) Including new elements (not new members necessarily) who have proven ability thru work in lower Party organs and in mass work and mass organizations.

In Districts the size of those in the American Party, it is impossible to give sufficient detailed attention to every nucleus which might be scattered over a territory from 50 to 500 miles. To overcome this it is necessary to establish Section Committees, as the means of giving daily detailed attention and leadership to the Party work in specific areas. Up till now we have had some of our most important Districts without adequate Section Committees (Ohio, Pittsburgh, Seattle). The Section Committees must be established to cover a specific area, such as Philadelphia already has (3 sections in city of Philadelphia, Chester region, Baltimore region, Lehigh
Valley, Trenton region, Anthracite). These must carry thru the Party campaigns and activities, develop all phases of work, particularly mass work and factory nuclei, develop the ideological understanding and activity of members and control and check all activities, always reporting to the District Committee. The Section Committees are the key in many Districts to radically changing the passivity and insufficient activity in major industrial areas.

All leading committees must actually participate more in the work of the lower organizations and give direct guidance. All members of the District Committees must be attached to shop nuclei. Circular leadership should be reduced to a minimum and more personal leadership with elimination of all bureaucratic tendencies. This in no way lessens the leading role of the District Buro, but on the contrary strengthens it and establishes a better understanding and link with the entire Party.

The failure to establish functioning departments explains why insufficient guidance is given to carrying thru Party campaigns and tasks. The Departments are instruments of the Buro for preparing material and carrying thru Buro decisions in all their specific phases. No District has satisfactory functioning departments. Generally they are one man affairs which are not departments. A department should be a group of capable comrades selected by the Buro, with a responsible Buro member as head which not only talks about the problems but actually participates in carrying them thru. Stability must also be introduced from this convention on, with less changing of leading functionaries from one post to another. The best functioning District departments are the Organization Departments and these are very lame. Other departments (Agitprop, Negro, Women, Trade Union) are entirely unsatisfactory. For instance seven districts (Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Kansas City, Minneapolis, Seattle, Connecticut, Alabama) have no Agitprop Departments at all. From now on there must be established the five basic departments of every District Committee (Organization, Trade Union, Agitprop, Negro and Women). These must meet regularly and give guidance in their field of work, always reporting to the District Buro and having their work coordinated thru the District Secretariat and Organization Department.

RECRUITING AND KEEPING NEW MEMBERS

The recent Recruiting Drive with its 6,000 new members was only an indication of the possibility to recruit new members. We succeeded in that task but the more difficult task of keeping and involving these new members we are not succeeding in satisfactorily.

The recent Drive must be considered only as a beginning—especially when we consider the great gap between our political in-
fluence and organizational strength, which has to be narrowed down by building the Party. Towards this aim, the Central Committee decided that recruiting must be continued, not as a special drive, but as an everyday task, linked up with every campaign—with everyday work of the Party—setting as a goal a total of 25,000 new members recruited during 1930. Every district must orientate itself in this direction.

The methods to be used in recruiting are important. During the Drive the outstanding weakness was recruiting largely from demonstrations of unemployed and mass meetings with absolutely insufficient recruiting from factories and trade unions. This shortcoming must be regarded seriously and the main efforts of recruiting must be in the factories and mass organization. Experience shows that the latter stick to the Party better.

A complete analysis of how successful we were in keeping the new members is not available. However, sufficient information is at hand to indicate a serious situation in the Party. During the Drive every District wanted to make a good record—to reach its quota. Some became so zealous (New York, Philadelphia, etc.), that they even reported applications instead of accepted new members. The Comintern during the Drive raised sharply to the Party the problem of keeping new members in the following cable:

"Rapid influx new members raises before Party the task of their organization in the factory and street nuclei whose activity must be raised, thru drawing them into daily practical Party work and organizing for them short Party course and bringing the most capable into Party schools stop Without such work directed towards meeting the requirements of the new members and keeping them in the Party, a considerable part will inevitably withdraw stop Recruiting campaign would thus not only prove valueless but would also compromise Party in eyes of working masses."

The Central Committee followed this up with numerous letters, instructions, resolutions and figures, but the District Committees have absolutely failed in their capacities as leaders to adhere to these directives. Some Districts (New York, Philadelphia, Buffalo, Detroit, Chicago, Minneapolis) thought it was not proper to severely criticize them for the disparity between their reported new members and the number of initiation stamps bought, but this was a good criterion. During the 10 weeks of the campaign there were 6,167 new members reported. During the same period there were only slightly more than 3,000 initiation stamps sold. If we add another month to allow for slowness in taking in new members we reach 3,600. Dues, altho increasing, are still unsatisfactory and do not reflect sufficiently the new members. Some examples in New York disclose vividly the situation: Section Organizer of Section Five was
given 217 applications in February. 3 months later he still had 180 applications in his possession, which means that no real effort was put into the work of drawing these new applicants into the Party. In another section, (eight) out of 130 application cards, the section still had 91 on hand, altho in this case they had attempted to reach all these applicants.

Finally, returns from five Districts of a questionnaire on this question gives the following alarming information:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Claimed Recruited</th>
<th>Sold during same period</th>
<th>Initiations</th>
<th>Number of new recruits in Party today</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>215</td>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York City</td>
<td>1450</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>738</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>350</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2917</td>
<td>1446</td>
<td>1388</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These partial figures certainly should cause every District to pause and examine their work and take the necessary measures to sharply change this situation. There is already the basis for a new resolution evaluating the capacity of each District in carrying thru this more difficult task, than merely reporting the recruiting of new members.

These new members have been lost because the directives of the Central Committee have not been carried out. Firstly, the methods of recruiting were not the best. Secondly, not sufficient energetic steps were taken to personally go after each applicant—establish personal contact with him. The nuclei did not take the proper steps to involve them into active Party work and did not establish sufficient classes of training courses. Even now, steps should be taken to overcome this on the basis of the Central Committee Plenum resolution on "Keeping the New Members."
Some Problems in the Building of District Leadership

By Jack Stachel

"Leadership is a necessary condition for any common action, but most of all it is indispensable in the greatest fight in the world's history. The organization of the Communist Party is the organization of Communist leadership in the proletarian revolution.

"To be a good leader the Party itself must have a good leadership. Accordingly the principal task of our organization work must be the education, organization and training of efficient Communist Parties under capable directing organs to the leading places in the proletarian revolutionary movement.

"The leadership in the revolutionary class struggle presupposes the organic combination of the greatest possible striking force and the greatest adaptability on the part of the Communist Party and its leading organs to the ever changing conditions of the struggle. Furthermore successful leadership requires absolutely the closest association with the proletarian masses. Without such association the leadership will not lead the masses, but, at best, will follow behind the masses." (From the 3rd Congress of the Comintern).

If we examine the leadership in the Districts of our Party the light of the above quotation from the thesis on organization, adopted at the third Congress of the Comintern, we must admit that we have a most serious problem before us in the training and building up of the leadership in the Districts. We must also admit that heretofore very little attention was given to the training of such leadership. In the past the leadership in the Districts was of course, like throughout the Party, not built on the basis of capacity for Communist leadership. Throughout the period prior to the Address of the Comintern one of the major considerations was the corrupt factionalism that prevailed in the Party. It is only now that our Party has begun the "training of the Party in the spirit of politics based upon the principle of the training of cadres in the spirit of honest proletarian, uncorrupt revolutionism, free from false diplomacy and unprincipled combinations." (Stalin)

MUST TRAIN NEW FORCES.

But the progress made since the Address of the Comintern has not been rapid enough. There are many reasons for this. On the
one hand the fact that we were in many instances confronted with taking new elements that, tho capable and good revolutionaries, in the past because of the factional regime in the Party were kept out of leading work and they lacked experience and are now undergoing a period of training. On the other hand a conservatism and reluctance towards the drawing of new proletarian elements into leadership prevails in our Party organizations. The desertion of the renegades from our Party in the present period of the sharpening of the class struggle which, on the one hand, requires more and more active forces and at the same time brings on the fierce terror of the government, thus robbing us of many leading elements, all this makes it obligatory that we pay the utmost attention to the training of new forces for leading work. These forces can be obtained by the systematic promotion of workers from the ranks who show capacity for leadership, and by the development and training of workers who show capacity for leadership in the various struggles in the factories, strikes, demonstrations, etc.

GAP BETWEEN CENTER AND DISTRICT.

What is the condition of our leading forces in the Districts? It can be said that the expulsion of the renegades from the Party, the whole orientation of the Party on the line of the Comintern has resulted in a strengthening of our forces due to the correct line and collective work. The elimination of factionalism has multiplied our strength manifold in the leading cadres. Also there is observed a greater revolutionary responsibility among the leading cadres as well as throughout the Party. But at the same time we have not yet overcome the tremendous gap that exists politically between the Districts and the Central Committee. This is perhaps the most serious problem that we must face in the leadership of our Districts. There is very little direct political initiative in the Districts. Not much serious discussion of the political problems either as laid down by the CC for the Party as a whole or in the application to the District work.

It is impossible to attain a real improvement in the leadership in the District and in the quality in the work without overcoming to a large extent this gap. The center can not be stronger than the totality of the Districts politically, for unless the Districts are in a position to put into the practical results the line of the Central Committee the line will remain on paper and no matter how correct, the Party will fail to win the masses. It is therefore one of the most important and urgent tasks of the moment to strengthen the leadership of the Districts politically.
THE COMMUNIST

MUST RAISE POLITICAL LEVEL.

How can this be achieved? To begin with the center must send more comrades trained in the Center to the Districts. This does not necessarily mean that the Center should be weakened. On the contrary. It must be strengthened. Without a strong Center there can be no talk about the improvement in the Districts. But comrades trained in the Center can be sent into the Districts. This can be achieved in a number of ways, including the training of comrades in the Center for a short time as workers in the various departments and then sent into the Districts. We could even follow the practice of taking from the Districts for a short period comrades to work in the center in various departments and then to be sent back to their respective Districts. In this manner the comrades coming from the Districts already having a certain amount of practical experience will be able to learn a great deal thru working in the Center and thru contact with the leading committees and functionaries. The Workers School—the central Party training school—must of course be utilized much more than heretofore to provide training in the fundamentals of Marxism-Leninism for the leading comrades in the Districts, the majority of whom could profit immensely by such training.

INSTRUCTORS.

The system of instructors from the Central Committee must be developed. It must pass from an occasional visit to the regular and systematic sending of instructors to the Districts not merely for a few days, but for many weeks and months. The Party plenums, conventions and the various conferences organized in connection with these gatherings must be utilized much more than in the past for the bringing of the leading functionaries of the Districts for participation in the solution and discussion of the various Party problems. In addition there could be organized regional conferences of functionaries to include a number of nearby Districts to take up the various campaigns as they are launched. This would help to give a better and more uniform understanding of the campaign.

The Center must give more conscious guidance to the Districts. In this respect the various political letters of the Agitprop Department, the improvement of the Communist, and the improved editorials in the Daily Worker are an important step in this direction. But much more could be done particularly by giving more concrete guidance to the political problems that arise in the Districts.

MUST FOLLOW EVENTS.

Finally the Party must stimulate the leading functionaries to constantly pay attention to their political development. There is too
little studying of the fundamentals of Marxism and Leninism among the ranks of our functionaries. Very few follow the important international and national events. Even the Inprecorr and the Communist are only read by a small number. We must thru a better division of work in the Districts make it possible for our leading functionaries to read and study the experiences of our Party and the Comintern while engaged in the practical every day work.

DEVELOPMENT OF INITIATIVE.

We must pay more attention to the development of the initiative of the Districts, and to concretization of the directives of the Central Committee in the light of local situations and problems. At the present time coming into the District Committee of any District one could sit for hours and listen to the discussion of many campaigns and unless one knows in advance in what city and District he is, he will not learn it from the discussions and decisions made in his presence. One will hear of the Daily Worker, the TUUL, the Defense of the Soviet Union, and numerous other campaigns taken up, but each one taken up without any relation to the local conditions but are mere duplicates of the center, usually with the addition that they contain important deviations from the line of the Party. This condition must be remedied.

The Districts must take up and react to the local political and industrial conditions of their territory. The leadership in the Districts must stop dealing with generalities and apply the directives of the Center to the local problems. This requires that the leading forces in the Districts follow the events in their locality. It requires keeping tab on the developments inside the factories, the meetings of the legislature, the city councils, etc., the activities of the A. F. of L., the social-fascist groups etc. Without watching the activities of the enemy, without knowing at each stage the conditions and moods of the workers we can not fulfill the role of Communist leadership.

MUST STUDY LOCAL CONDITIONS

In the development of local initiative we must guard against excessive centralization. This does not in the least mean the weakening of discipline or the principle of democratic centralism on which our Party is based. On the contrary there must be an even stronger discipline in our ranks and centralization. But what is required is that the Districts do not get the habit that everything must be ready made in the center for them. At the present time the districts wait for the Central Committee to lay down every campaign, every activity, to decide on the details of every question. They wait for the Central Committee to send them outlines, appeals,
leaflets, and other printed material. Such excessive centralization while it has its good sides in the fact that the Central Committee is assured that the line of the Party will be carried thru in the material printed and distributed and that there will be a certain economical advantage in the fact that the Center can print leaflets and other material in large quantities, nevertheless also it has very bad sides.

Among the minor considerations, tho very important, is the fact that the material usually comes late and is not adapted to the local conditions. But the main danger lies in the fact that such excessive centralization robs the Districts of the initiative that must be developed. The Districts get the habit of waiting for material, of not adopting the agitational material to the local conditions. Such a condition, always bad, becomes very dangerous during the periods of the intensification of the class struggle, when in spite of the excellent means of communication, the Districts are in danger of being isolated from the center. The leadership in the District must therefore be prepared to act independently and on its own responsibility when the occasion requires within the limits of the decisions of the Central Committee. Unless this is done we run the danger that in the most important and trying periods the leadership in the Districts will be found unprepared, and thus fail to perform the tasks imposed upon it.

ELECTION OF NEW DISTRICT COMMITTEES

In the past while our District Committees and Buros were large and thus gave the appearance of broad leadership, in reality they were very narrow. The District Committee in reality was not the leading body and merely met occasionally and served only to approve the work carried on for many months. The Buros likewise, tho large, were not composed of the best forces that could really give leadership to the work. Most of the comrades on these committees having been chosen prior to the Comintern Address included many who thru their qualification politically, thru their participation in the work of the Party and their contact with the masses were not the type that actually composed the leadership in the district, but rather became "leaders" only thru the fact that they were members of the leading committees. Such a state of affairs did not contribute to the building up of the authority of the District leadership.

The selection of the leadership of the Districts at the coming conventions must be, as instructed by the Central Committee, on the basis of "the political competency of the comrades, based on their attitude towards the principal questions of the Party line, tasks and campaigns during the past period, plus an understanding of the func-
tioning of the Party organization and active participation in all phases of the Party work and activities. The reduction of the size of the leading committees and its selection on the basis of the directives of the Central Committee will improve the authority and composition of the leading committees and make it possible for them to really be the actual leadership and not only in name as hitherto. The reduction in the size of the committees by no means signifies a narrowing of the leadership. Just the opposite is the truth. The District Committees will become really leading political bodies and actually establish a broad leadership. They will draw in capable and active comrades into the various committees and departments where these comrades will be carrying on important work every day and not merely be members of "honorary committees" that meet perhaps two or three times a year.

BUILDING AN APPARATUS

In the building up of the District leadership we must begin to create a nucleus of full time Party workers who will devote all their time to the work of the Party and assure permanency and continuity to the work. In most of the Districts such a nucleus does not exist at the present time. In most Districts the District organizer alone is devoting all the time to Party work and often even without a technical worker. Without such a nucleus it is very difficult to create the necessary division of work and to build up the various departments. Just as there exists a tremendous gap politically between the Central Committee and the Districts, so here in the Party apparatus this gap is great despite the fact that the apparatus of the Center is also small and can be strengthened. How can this be overcome? In the first place, every District must secure the necessary technical assistance so that the District Organizer does not spend most of his time performing the function of a technical worker. Then we must begin to secure full time workers for at least the most important departments. Often the District can not at first afford to have more than one paid functionary—the District Organizer.

Where possible, efforts must be made to raise funds and to build up the Party apparatus. But even where this is not possible the problem can be solved.

A competent Daily Work agent, if on the job, can build up enough of a circulation to finance his work, and thru the drawing in of comrades who work in the factories to assist him, such a comrade can be entrusted either as head or as permanent worker to build up the Agitprop Department. Similarly with the literature department, with the Labor Unity, etc. Also there are in many of the auxiliaries and language organizations in most Districts com-
rades who are full time workers. These comrades must be utilized to strengthen the Party apparatus. In addition to this the departments must be strengthened by drawing in comrades from the factories to work in various departments. These comrades must be drawn in not merely as members of committees to make decisions but actually as workers in the departments. By drawing in such comrades for actual work in the departments we will be able to train competent Party workers. At the same time by having at least one comrade in every department who works for the Party or one of the other organizations, we will help to give stability to the work of the department.

In this manner we can carry thru a real division of labor, build up functioning departments. At the present time most of the departments in the Districts are at best "legislative" committees and the District Organizer is compelled to carry out all the tasks and very often neglects this work because he can not perform it all.

ACTIVIZATION OF MEMBERSHIP

The strengthening of the District leadership does not consist in merely strengthening the leading committees and the District apparatus. The leading committees and the departments must be organically connected with the membership and the mass of the workers. This must be achieved thru the building up of the Section Committees and the apparatus in the Sections. A real division of work and departmentalization must be carried down to the nuclei. The whole membership must be activized. Each comrade must be assigned the work best fitted for.

"The art of Communist organization lies in the ability of making use of each and every one for the proletarian class struggle; of distributing the Party work amongst all the Party members, and of constantly attracting thru its members ever wider masses of the proletariat to the revolutionary movement; further it must hold the direction of the whole movement in its hand not by virtue of its might, but by its authority, energy, greater experience, greater all around knowledge and capabilities." (Comintern 3rd Congress).

In this spirit the District leadership must strive to head the Party membership and the mass struggles. In this spirit must come the recognition of the place of every member and every worker in the revolutionary struggle. In this spirit we must train not only the leading cadres but every Party member for leadership among the masses. This must be achieved thru the assignment of definite work to every member and the training of every Party member in the fundamentals of Marxism-Leninism, thru classes established in the Districts and cities, thru the convening of conferences of the active workers, thru every day attention to the work of the
lower organizations and particular attention to the work of the factory nuclei from which we must draw a larger portion of our leading cadres than we have thus far.

**STRUGGLE AGAINST OPPORTUNISM**

The strengthening and the building up of the District leadership can not be achieved without the control of all activities and their execution. A thorough self-criticism of all errors and deviations and a sharp struggle against all manifestations of opportunism both in the leading committees and in the Party work as a whole. The low political level of the District leadership has in the past made it possible for gross errors to be committed, a wrong line followed for some time, until it came to the attention of the CC. Thorough self-criticism will help to develop the political level of the leadership and thus will sharpen the struggle against all Right deviations. On the other hand the raising of the political level will lead to less mistakes being made and the quick correction of errors in the lower organizations, the elimination of those elements exposing themselves as unfit for leadership in the present period. Thus far we could note a too tolerant attitude to mistakes merely because the comrades who persistently made the errors professed to accept the line of the Party.

In the carrying out of a better division of work while we must encourage the specialization of functions, and train comrades to become experts in their tasks, we must guard against "one sidedness," the development of "special interests" unrelated to the main tasks of the Party. We must guard against a wrong "practicalism" which will look upon the taking up of all broad political questions and problems as something interfering with their work, as something diverting the energies of the Party into "unproductive" spheres. Such an attitude must be guarded against and the comrades must be trained in a real spirit of Leninism.
New Trends of Agriculture and the Crisis in the U. S.

By T. LOUF-BOGEN

ONE of the basic factors which contributed to the emergence and appearance of the present crisis in the U. S. may be found in the difficult export situation of individual products intended for mass exportation, headed by agricultural products such as wheat, cotton, tobacco, but comprehending also copper and manufactured goods. This condition may be traced back to early spring, which had its reaction on various agricultural products that touched the lowest levels since 1924 as for instance wheat. This difficulty reflected among other things the critical condition in the principal consuming countries of Europe, whose purchasing power suffered in the first place in consequence of the lack of new loans from the U. S. for some time; secondly, by reason of the outflow of their own capital to the U. S. intent upon participating in the speculation mania on the stock exchange. However that may be, the position of agricultural exports and of agriculture, in general for the spring and summer of 1929 was once more intensely critical.

At the same time a political fight arose and matured in the country about new farm legislation that had made its appearance as the outcome of the last presidential elections, but which had assumed a new and stronger coloring, or rather trend, in consequence of the crisis and in part in consequence of the sharp battle on the proposed tariff legislation.

It is well known that under the pressure of the farmers block in the Republican party, Hoover called a special session of Congress to work out and submit new legislation for the marketing of agricultural products which were once for all to put an end to the farmers agitation for the notorious McNary-Haughen bill and still give some kind of satisfaction to the farm states. That session of Congress saw the passing of the Agricultural Marketing Act and the establishment of a special Federal Farm Board with wide powers in the field of furthering the activities of already existing cooperatives and of those to be newly established with a view to organizing more rational marketing of agricultural products; for that the immense sum of half a billion dollars was placed at the disposal of the board. Let us touch at the outset on the crisis in the marketing of agricultural products during the current year.

Starting with spring of 1929 prices of wheat underwent tremen-
dous fluctuations with a generally waning tendency. The decline began as early as March; in May a sharp fall occurred which continued up to the beginning of June with prices at times falling below the "critical" line of the dollar bushel, which is below the pre-war level. In general and mainly under the influence of the assistance anticipated from the measures taken by Congress and the government, prices rose no less than 20c a bushel; this rise continued even throughout July, which was explained by the prospect of bad crops in the country and the worsening of the Canadian crops. However, at the time when farmers habitually turn over their crops to the elevators for storage or sell them and when the heavy grain freights began to move to the marketing points and ports, wheat stocks were thrown overboard under forced selling amounting to a panic in spots, which resulted in an unbelievable glutting at the markets and points of embarkation, all of which was strongly reflected in the price of wheat. The reasons for this phenomenon should be sought on the one hand in the large supplies of wheat still on hand from 1928; on the other hand in the specious policy of the speculating and sabotaging big privately-owned elevators that wanted to coerce the farmers to sell the wheat rather than hand it in for storage. There resulted a condition of affairs where prices in Canada were at times 30c and more above the American prices and farmers in districts bordering on Canada found it profitable to pay the Canadian duty of 12c a bushel, and sell their wheat to Canada. Let us note that the new fall in prices of wheat was a result of the stock exchange collapse, thus disclosing the close interlocking of speculation in stocks and in commodities. Although wheat was not thrown upon the market with the same recklessness as securities, still many speculators in wheat began hastily to sell out options on wheat to save their securities from forced sale on the part of their stock brokers. In the course of time prices rose somewhat, but without significance. Even the Farm Board and the huge "stabilization" body established by it for the granting of credits and the marketing of wheat, the so-called "Farmers National Grain Corporation," with its capital of $20,000 could help matters but little. The publication of the well-known Canadian wheat pool, the "United Farmers of Alberta" reports that:

"the Federal Farm Board was overwhelmed with telegraphic appeals for help, crying out for relief from the situation that had been created for the last few weeks. Propositions were even submitted carrying the suggestion that the Board supply boats, load them with wheat, haul them out to sea, and keep them under anchor until the market improve."

The limits of this article do not permit us to stop to investigate the separate causes that called forth the lengthy crisis of the wheat
market in the United States, or to determine more closely the exact weight to be attached to such factors as over-production and the absence in the United States of a strong cooperative organization, such as the well-known Canadian wheat "pool" of the farmers, the existence of immense intermediate capital, the growing competition of other producing countries, and likewise the conditions in consuming countries headed by Europe (lack of American credits, money crisis, etc.); we wish to observe, however, that the rapid gathering and the rapid delivery of wheat this year were the outcome, among other things, of the growth of the mechanization of agricultural production, and in this case the increased utilization of combines in the harvesting of the crops.

The critical condition also existed in the cotton market. As in the case of wheat, the fall in the price of cotton can be traced to the excess supplies that accumulated in the first place in consequence of the increase in the offerings on the market in 1929 by 560,000 bales more than the previous year; secondly, the consequence of the decrease in demand by spinning mills abroad of more than 400,000 bales. This dual pressure naturally was reflected in the prices and compelled the Farm Board to tackle likewise the urgent task of the support of cotton. It is of interest to note that the cotton question is a reflection of the Anglo-American imperialist struggle, in which England is endeavoring to free itself from dependence upon the United States with respect to cotton and in isolated cases even to squeeze out American cotton from its markets. Those familiar with the cotton question remark upon the growth of competition in the world market and the pressure upon American prices of ordinary as well as high quality cotton from India and Egypt, while the specific weight of American cotton is on the ebb among world supplies. Howsoever that be, with the advent of the rescuing Farm Board a campaign was initiated by the cotton growers for financial support. Thus, the governor of the State of Texas was pressing the Board to compensate the Texan cotton growers who had listened to the advice of the Board and to the predictions of higher prices and had refrained from selling their stocks, while at the time that the Board announced its stabilized minimum cotton price, the latter was at the beginning of November already $7.50 a bale under that minimum.

If we supplement what has been said about wheat and cotton by a few observations bearing on the prices of other agricultural products such as meat and dairy products, concerning which even the highly colored Wall Street Journal, mouthpiece of the stock market, must admit that the supplies of meat and dairy products established a record for this time of the year (December 9th), and the chairman of the Farm Board was compelled to declare that the
“fall in price for cattle brought losses to the farmers,” then we can get an approximate picture of the especially acute critical condition of agriculture for the current season and of the setting in which the Farm Board was compelled to begin its activity.

The fact that the activities of the Farm Board and of the immense credit and operating associations being established by it for the regulation of the marketing of various agricultural products (wheat, cotton, fruits and the like) commenced just at the time when the general crisis was approaching and became as it were part of Hoover’s general “plan” for the averting or weakening of the results of the present-day crisis, afforded grounds to various comrades for considering the board and its activities only in connection with and from the angle of that crisis, instead of seeing in them also a noteworthy stage in the development of the post-war crisis in agriculture in the United States, and in that connection to find the specific importance to be attached to that step in the development of these indisputable tendencies of big capital in this branch of economy, which tendencies we will set forth hereinafter.

It must be stated, however, that the Farm legislation itself was wholly necessitated by, and adopted in its present form, as we shall show immediately, as the result of a compromise; moreover, the real tendency of big capital with reference to American agriculture, and its real program, as yet not definite but still clearly shaping itself, is not a government subsidy to farmers’ cooperatives, but the development of forms of big capital in the production of American agriculture. We shall take occasion to discuss more in detail later on the development of these tendencies and of this program during the last few years. Now, for a few words concerning the character of the present Farm legislation. This is the more necessary as the social-democratic press sees in the adoption of this legislation new proof of the “plannedness” of capitalism in the present period. Thus, for instance, the Berlin Vorwaerts of June 23rd writes:

“One must really wonder at the extent of the ‘consciously planned economy’ (emphasis in the original) which proceeds from this American Farm loan. Even Germany could learn something from it.”

Besides, several American reformers, as for instance the well-known journalist Stuart Chase, remarking upon the ripening predominance of big capital enterprise and their methods in American agriculture, would like to see, in the development of farmers’ cooperatives for the marketing of products, a means for the preponderance of the tendency towards a big capitalist form (that is, share holding or corporative form) in American agriculture and a form
of transition to socialized agriculture. Chase writes as follows in the well-known magazine, The Nation:

"There is but one possible compromise which may or may not have a successful issue. . . . By means of strong cooperative associations, having at their disposal sufficient credit reserves, the farmers can regulate production by holding down the area under cultivation within pre-arranged limits and can maintain prices at a fair level. This makes room for a proposition that farmers may even acquire and utilize machines cooperatively, tilling their own fields and the neighbors' lands as one whole. That is about the same thing as the farmers are doing in Russia. This means the end of traditional individualism but not necessarily the end of the farmer himself. Culture will undergo deep changes under the influence of cooperation but it will not be uprooted. Ford's scheme would uproot it."

We see what pictures of idyllic development are being drawn by high-spirited liberal economists in connection with the cooperative development among the farmers, especially under the influence of the present agrarian legislation. The idea would never occur to Chase that there is proportionately as great a distance between the development in the USSR and that in the United States as there is between the dictatorship of the proletariat and the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie.

We already pointed out the fact that the present legislation was adopted under the pressure of farmers, politicians and their henchmen in the Republican Party and bears the earmarks of a compromise as to its program. This character of the measures taken can be gathered also from a recital of the facts that lately gave rise to these measures. The act "governing the marketing of farm products" passed in June, 1923, was the result of a compromise between Hoover's government which expressed the viewpoint of big capital and which had come out strongly against the famous McNary-Haughen Bill, and political wire-pullers of the farmers in the Republican Party, who had fought for that bill. The law was passed after two fundamental principles of the bill had been thrown out at the insistence of Hoover, namely the so-called "equalization fee" and certain farm export premiums. It is of interest to note that even that was not easy for Hoover to attain. When the Senate Committee on agriculture asked for his opinion on the question of export premiums, Hoover came out categorically against their inclusion in the bill. Despite this fact, the Senate included them in the bill passed by it and this measure was excluded from the bill solely on the insistence of the lower House. We may observe in passing that the Senate subsequently included this measure all the same in the shape of a rider attached to one of the paragraphs of the tariff bill that meanwhile had been scotched.

Yet, at the same time, these measures constitute the very "cream"
so to speak of the farmers' demands. Around the "equalization fee" (by virtue of which the farmers' export organization would have the right to allocate losses incurred by the sale of farmers products abroad at dumping prices in a compulsory sequence among all producing farmers who place the given product upon the market) a steady fight has been going on for several years. How Hoover's refusal was sized up by farming folks may in some measure be judged by the following deliberations appearing in one of the farmers' newspapers, the Kansas Farmers' Union, the mouthpiece of about the most advanced farmers' organization, the Farmers' Union. This paper writes:

"Aiding agriculture without a true inclusion of the farmer in the present tariff system is nothing but big phrase-mongering. To effect such an inclusion the adoption of the equalization fee or equivalent measures is necessary. Telling us that we will get what we need by means of organization or cooperation is nothing but empty words... The Canadian wheat pool with its large membership and distinct success and experience figures on having been able to raise the world price of wheat by only 2 to 4 cents a bushel... the farmers by themselves cannot organize so successfully as to obtain for themselves the results that could be achieved by the passing of the McNary-Haughen Bill..."

And so, the farmers' organizations were straining to obtain full compulsory control over the marketing by farmers (the "valorization" plan) at the very time when big capital, speaking through the government and the press of big business were decisively rejecting the plan.

It is true that the Farm Board now in principle brings all farmers' organizations concerned within the orbit of its governmental tutelage and assists in the establishment of new farmers' cooperatives, but a good deal of this originates under pressure from the farmers themselves. Moreover, a definite intention on the part of the farmers' organizations may now be noted to take into their own hands the leadership in the doings of all enterprises now being established for the marketing of farm products and even of the Farm Board itself. Thus, at the opening of the National Grange, a conservative farmers' organization, in November 1929, the chairman, Tabor, said:

"Agricultural organization and leaders must be on their guard against the establishment of a tendency to permit governmental bodies to supply leadership, dictate policy or supply the initiative in the matter of agricultural progress."

In a similar manner at a recent meeting of the Farmers' Union mention was made in a report of the fact that thanks to the insistence of that organization several sections were thrown out of the gov-
ernment's draft of the bill on the Farm Board which would have cut down the free development of Farmers' cooperatives.

But the knot of capitalist contradictions will come openly to the surface right after the passing of the law in the fight centering about the policies of the Farm Board. On the one hand we have noticeable pressure upon the government on the part of the "agrarrians." It became outspoken first in connection with the appointments to the Farm Board exercised for creating definite pressure on the credit and price policies of the Board. When the ranking members of the Board expressed themselves first in the Senate to the effect that farmers should not rely upon government aid in the raising of prices for their products by holding back their surplus from the market, the Senate Committee on agriculture took advantage of its prerogative to confirm Hoover's nominees and secure changes in the credit policy from the members of the Farm Board.

However, this more liberal credit policy and veritable screwing-up of agricultural prices and the unfolding of far-reaching plans for the organization of the marketing of agricultural products on the part of the Farm Board encountered a very unfriendly reception at the hands of big capital. Thus banking interests fear the accumulation of new non-liquid (frozen) credits by reason of the too rosy calculations of the Farm Board upon the course of prices for the agricultural supplies on hand that were being kept off the market. But the dissatisfaction of the big speculators and dealers in grain and in other agricultural products was especially pronounced as they, following the leadership of the well-known operator, Julius Barnes (who is by the way the chairman of the crisis committee set up by Hoover and thus embodies in one person the contradictions of Hoover's "planned" economy) made representations to Hoover against the activities of the Farm Board.

These events took place in the middle of December. Hoover's position on this question had as yet not become clear. But his position became partly evident from the fact that the government called a halt to the Farm Board whose activities had "gone too far" on the question touching that protest. The point at issue was the erection of new grain warehouses for storing wheat, supported by the farmers in lieu of the low market price, until such time as prices would assume a more favorable aspect on the market. In the present year, as we have remarked, the elevator capacity has proven insufficient for storing of the wheat supplies. Altho it is too late to undertake anything with reference to the present crop, farming circles are exertiing themselves to obtain credits from the board to build new elevators, and in view of this the Department of Agriculture hastened to present to the Farm Board a report in which it warns the Board against such a construction program.
The Department calls attention to the fact that the situation that had arisen during the current year with the holding back of grains is abnormal; that it arose, as is well known, in consequence of record hold-overs from last year, and in consequence of traders and speculators withholding sales of wheat in the expectation of better prices. By its warning the Department of Agriculture gave notice in an unmistakable manner that the Government has no intention of supporting without limitation the efforts of the farmers to put the screws to prices for agricultural products and to stimulate in this manner an increase in the sown area and laying the foundations for new overproduction.

Before coming to the main question, the latest trends in the development of agricultural production, as well as their relation to the ownership of the soil, we must touch upon the following question: What can be undertaken and what can be achieved by the "stabilizing" associations already formed by the Farm Board and by the organizations subordinate to it? We have already written about the millions of credit now being extended to wheat cooperatives and cotton producers for the purpose of withholding these products from the market and keeping up the price. But there remains the doubt whether this granting of credits will not call forth anew a frozenness of credits despite the fact that in accordance with the credit policy of the Farm Board, credits are granted to cooperatives only after they have received a preliminary credit from the bank. But we will not go into this question here.

In fact, inasmuch as outright dumping with a Governmental subvention is officially excluded from the plan, there remains within the sphere of activity of these associations the regulation of the marketing factors to the extent of, say, the Canadian wheat pool; but we must observe here that in our own opinion analogous cooperative organizations in the United States will most likely not assume a similar course of development, nor of similar achievements, not to mention the fact that even the strongest supporters and protagonists of this pool must concede the limitedness of its success.

As a matter of fact, aside from the circumstances that within the Pool there arises strife, and difficulties are encountered in keeping the farmers that have contracts with it from selling wheat on the open market whenever there is any profit in doing so; that moreover the pool is far from having in hand the competition of firms in the wheat business which of late have begun to combine to be able to put up a stronger front against the activities of the pool; of exceptional importance is the circumstance that the pool has no influence whatever upon the extent and the methods of production. It is therefore not surprising that notwithstanding its existence and well-known success, we can already cite facts in Canada on the
taking over of individual wheat firms by corporations, which facts are so clearly evident in the United States.

We have already observed that despite Government credits, the activities of cooperatives and "stabilizing" associations already established and being established will in all likelihood proceed under less favorable circumstances than in Canada. It is true that in the United States we may expect a more constant and more successful control over the agricultural produce market in favor of the farmers, as a result of the "rationalization" of trade and of less lee-way between the price received by the farmer-producer and the price paid by the ultimate consumer. Here we have various possibilities traceable to the circumstance that while prices for agricultural products at the present time are almost 50% higher than pre-war, the cost of distribution is 90% greater than before the war, and retail prices are therefore 70% higher than than before the war, it is therefore possible to find that in the city of St. Paul, for instance, in the State of Minnesota, a quart of milk cost 12 cents, and in Chicago 14 cents, although dairy farmers in Minnesota receive better prices from the dairies than the farmers in the suburbs of Chicago. But even here, future possibilities are very greatly curtailed by the existence and further development of trustified establishments both in the line of the manufacturer of food products, as well as in retail trade.

Be it by chance or otherwise, the fact remains that simultaneously with the adoption of the agrarian legislation of 1905 already mentioned, the largest food trust was formed under the aegis of Morgan's powerful bank—a consolidation of food-product concerns which until then had themselves been of immense size. As for the retail trade, the development of so-called "chain stores" in retailing of food products (which, with keen price-cutting and extreme rationalization of various stages of trade, is fighting against smaller chain stores which are systematically squeezed out), for a number of reasons leaves little room for the activity of the farmers' organizations. We recall what was said at the recent convention by the chairman of the National Grange already mentioned:

"Each newly formed consolidation, each major combination put into operation, each new invention or discovery in science in like wise as a change in financial control has a tendency to place the scattered unorganized farmers in a worse position. . . ."

This may be applied in great measure also to the "organized" farmers in so far as their organization is confined to the sphere of selling only. All these considerations, however, carry only relative weight in comparison with the changes in the methods of agricultural production in the United States which must play a most important role in the price question of agricultural products for which
there is a mass demand, such as wheat, cotton, and the like, and be of decisive importance also in the question of the success and of the direction with regard to marketing taken by the agricultural cooperatives now under forced formation.

At a meeting of American Engineers held recently, it was pointed out by the representatives of the largest agricultural corporations and also specialists in the latest agricultural technique that the new installations of machinery according to a schedule stimulated by the development of farm giants was lowering the cost of production to an incredible degree and in the same measure was also lowering the prices for various agricultural products. These farmers organize their production on such a basis that they derive profit from wheat even if the price of wheat should fall below 50 cents a bushel, and they are going to extend their operations even further on the same price level.

Therein lies the gist of the farm question and the whole hitch in the program of the farmers' cooperatives. This development changes radically not only the relations of production but likewise the relations of ownership in American agriculture; and not American agriculture only.

Nowhere in capitalist countries does the break-down of old methods in agricultural technique and the agrarian ties connected with it proceed at such an intensified pace as in the USSR. The preface of the recently issued review, "For the Cause of Collective Farms," which contains the text of the first All-Russian Convention of big collective farms, has the following to say on this subject:

"We cannot develop by going successively through all the stages of technical development through which the capitalist countries have gone. Notwithstanding our poverty and partly even because of it, we must realize the latest achievements of technique and in this wise secure the greatest effectiveness in the expenditures for the mechanization of agriculture. We must raise not only the question of the tractorization—this question has already been raised and ways towards its solution have already been found,—but likewise raise the question of the combinization of our agriculture... The combine no less than the tractor is a lever in the reconstruction of agriculture."

We know that the collective farm movement in the Soviet Union and together with it the radical shift in land relations is closely connected with the improvement of agricultural technique and the transition of small peasant units to large scale forms of agriculture; in fact both of these factors are dependent upon each other and in this way growth in technique changes land relations; and changes in the latter in the direction of their enlargement and socialization drive on the development of agricultural technique. Proceeding now to an analysis of the new trends in American agriculture, we
note there an analogal phenomena and from time to time analogous transitional stages, of course with the great difference that, while in the Soviet Union this process is going on in a planned order, as its aim is the growth of socialism and with it a growth in the general well-being of the working masses of town and country, in the United States this process goes on in unbridled anarchic disorder, as its aim is private profit and its result—the expropriation and the exploitation of the broad masses of farmers for the benefit of big capital.

II.

American agriculture is now passing through a transitional period leading to deep changes which will make themselves felt upon the entire social structure of the country. The growing productivity of agriculture, as a result of the constantly expanding distribution of enormous power plants on the farm, is leading to a more pronounced differentiation in the farm population throughout the country. The triumphant march of the machine, which means an increase in well-being for the prosperous farmer, drives the poor farmer to poverty and ruin. It is a generally known fact that the farmer was the most vital problem during the last two presidential election campaigns in the United States. A very lively free-for-all discussion went on in the columns of the press on the question of American agriculture, especially in connection with the McNary-Haughen Bill, which kept on cropping up ever and anon. If we are to discard from these debates the political twaddle that filled the pages of the papers at that time to overflowing, the problems of American agriculture as such and in their social aspect stand before us quite clearly and well defined.

However we may evaluate the political importance of the election of a president, we can entertain no doubt but that these elections have shown, among other things, that the influence of the American farmer in political life is already on the wane. The victory of Hoover, whose candidacy was a direct challenge to the dissatisfied masses of American farmers, can only thus be interpreted. Moreover, even Smith’s candidacy denoted a turning point in the political life of the country, testifying to the fact that the center of gravity had in fact been shifted to the city. It is true that the farmer will still have his say in the future political development of the United States, but gone are the days when in fact the whole life of the country centered around the farm.

What are the problems of American agriculture in the post-war period and what is the outlook for its further development? We will not undertake here the task of analyzing the economic structure of agriculture in the United States, and likewise cannot spend time on a detailed discussion of the various important changes which the
agriculture of the country had undergone since the deflation of 1920. The consequences of that deflation are still being felt by the farming population of the United States. The expropriation process of every stratum of the American farmer by finance capital, which was making especially great headway at that time, was turning into a more or less swift process of squeezing out entire categories of poor farmers of small means, and of a growth in leaseholds.

During the world war, when American capitalism thoroughly cleansed the pockets of Europe, a certain portion of that lucre was cast to the American farmers in the shape of high prices for agricultural products. In the course of six years, from 1914 to 1920, the prices for agricultural products doubled, and of some articles more than doubled. Wheat rose in price from $1.00 to $2.50 a bushel; Corn from $.60 to $1.50 a bushel; Cotton from $.12 to $.33. According to the data of the National Bureau of Economic Research, the standard return earned on capital invested in agriculture advanced from 3.6% in 1909 to 8.9% in 1917; 10.7% in 1918 and 11.2% in 1919. What is more, if we are to take into account the fact that these standards of return were calculated on the basis of the high valuations on farm properties during the war, the real income derived from the values of farm lots from 1910 to 1914 can be set down as having reached the figure of not less than 17%. True enough, these incomes were all the same microscopic in comparison with the colossal profits of the American magnates of industrial capital, but none the less for American agriculture even these incomes were unusually high. As a result, investments in farms made great gains and a reckless speculation in farm lots set in. Prices for land became disproportionately inflated. According to census data, the value of farm lots grew to $26,000,000,000 from 1910 to 1920, that is, more than 90%. During the war years, profits from agriculture were capitalized on the cost of land, and the farmer, deceived by the ease with which credits were obtainable, found himself in servile dependence upon his banker when it came to his mortgaged and even over-mortgaged property. The mortgage indebtedness of farmers grew from $1,726,000,000 in 1910 to $4,003,000,000 in 1920; in 1925 it had reached $4,517,000,000.

The post-war depression was characterized by the general fall in prices of agricultural products. Never before this had there been such a violent fall in prices for agricultural commodities. From 135% (in comparison with the pre-war price level) in May, 1920, prices for agricultural products dropped from month to month and by 1921 they had fallen far enough to top pre-war prices by only 10%. The price for cotton was lowered in one year from $.37 a pound to approximately $.09; the price of wool fell from $.53
to $.15; the price of wheat from $2.58 a bushel to $.92; for corn from $1.85 to $.41; prices for horned cattle were cut in half; pigs which sold on the farm for $.90 and more per unit of weight alive on the hoof in 1919, sold in 1921 for only $.065.

During the following years a whole row of farms went under the hammer, entailing the bankruptcy of a string of minor farmers' banks throughout the countryside and a mass flight of farmers to the towns. The migration of farmers' families to the industrial urban centers from 1920 up to recently involved some 4,000,000 people according to some tabulations. Meanwhile, whoever managed to weather this turbulent drop had to face the problem of either selling his products at higher prices or of lowering the cost of production, if he was to be in a position to sell grain at a profit. Everywhere there was carried on agitation in favor of the McNary-Houghen Bill, or for a cooperative movement, or a movement for the diversification of crops sown, or for reduction in the area sown, or in the sowing itself—whereas in fact all these movements really sought a solution of the farm problem through marketing. On the other hand, a whole section of the American farming class—the rich farmers solidly established with a strong economic background—arrived at a solution of the problem from the point of view of production. They began to effect changes in the methods of agricultural production, introducing the scientific organization of work and the rationalizing schemes of industrial enterprises with a view to reducing the cost of production on every acre of plowed land and to raise the standard output of the individual worker. "Mechanization" became the slogan of the American capitalists opposed to the McNary-Houghen Bill and similar measures for the raising of prices for agricultural products. As we shall see further on, the employment of the latest machinery in agriculture led in a large measure to a change in the character of the farm problem in the United States. The factory-farm becomes more and more the real source of agricultural production of the country. Hand in hand with this shift, a change in the form itself of land ownership is proceeding, bringing to the fore the farm corporation in place of the private-family farm, that is, a farm owned by a single (family)?

The "mechanization" of farming is a process which of course is not new in the United States. The use of internal combustion engines in agriculture proved just as revolutionary as the steam engine in industry a hundred years ago. But since the close of the world war "the technical progress of American agriculture advanced at a rapid rate." (Report of the Department of Agriculture).

"The most important influence at work in the technical revolution of agriculture," writes Edward C. Meade and Bernard Ostrolenk, authors of a series of articles on the farm question appearing in the
Annalist of August 24th to October 5th, 1928, "is the rapid growth in the use of agricultural machinery—a process that has been going on but recently. In 1890 the entire inventory value of farm machinery in the United States amounted to less than $500,000,000. By 1900 this sum had grown to $750,000,000 and by 1910 to $1,250,000,000. At the same time this growth was, generally speaking, accompanied by an increase in the sown area. But by 1920 the inventory value in comparison with 1910 had doubled, reaching $3,500,000,000. Even if the rise in prices for agricultural machinery be taken into account, this capital investment over one decade of machine equipment for farms exceeded the general value of the mechanical inventory of agriculture in 1910; and if you consider the sown area, the investment in machine equipment for farms grew from $.76 an acre in 1890 to 3.76 an acre in 1920."

According to census data, the total horse power on farms in 1925 was 47,420,000, including an allowance for less than 20,000,000 head of horses, whereas in 1900 the heads of horses accounted for over 80% of the total horse power on the farms. In the short period of 24 years mechanical power plants on farms increased almost eightfold and now they exceed by more than 50% the number of horses and mules. It is a curious fact that the sum total of horse power in all branches of the manufacturing industry, according to the data of the last United States census, was 29,504,792. Some indication of the extent to which mechanical power is employed in agriculture of late appears from the statistics on the declining number of horses and mules on farms. Thus on the First of January, 1920, the number of these animals on the farms totalled 21,873,000. On the first of January, 1925, this number had already fallen to 20,619,000; simultaneously the number of tractors on the farms increased from 246,000 to 506,000. During this five-year period the increased mechanical power on the farms was in all likelihood five times as great as the fall in the number of horses and mules.

The growth of mechanical power employed on farms evidences a concomitant growth in the use of agricultural machinery. According to the data issued by concerns supplying agricultural equipment, they sold in 1926 $364,751,300 worth of machinery on the domestic market of the United States as a whole as against $340,271,000 in 1925, and $277,924,000 in 1924. Especially indicative of the mechanization of agriculture is the spread of the tractor. The number of tractors on farms grew from 229,000 to 506,000 in 1925, according to census figures. The Department of Agriculture sets the number of tractors at 700,000 in 1927, and in 1928 the number reached almost 900,000. At that we must bear in mind that in 1927, the year of the general industrial depression when the production of agricultural machinery fell just as other branches, the production of tractors and harvesters showed
a growth nevertheless, which continued even throughout 1928 and 1929.

With the penetration of power plants into agriculture there originated on the one hand the process of geographic specialization, characterized by the selection of cultivated growths adaptable to mechanized economy; on the other hand, in conjunction with the change in the distribution of seed culture, there is going on a change in the size of farms and in the character of farming. The use of machinery has greatly changed the chart of corn, wheat, and cotton districts since war days and with this likewise the social structure of American agriculture. Large scale farms already preponderate on new lands, plain-like in character and of fertile virgin soil. Time and again the owners of these farms are found to be no longer individual farmers but corporations, the latest expression of the penetration of the realm of agriculture by finance capital. The formation of large-scale farms, the property of corporations, is hastened by the chronic crisis in agriculture already referred to, with the increase in indebtedness of the farmers and the panicky flight of the bankrupt farmers to the towns and the concentration of their former holdings in the hands of financial institutions. All this taken together portrays a new picture of American agriculture in the present period and creates new problems, the solution of which is wholly beyond the scope of the simple farmers' cooperative.

III.

In the April, 1929, issue of the popular magazine, "The North American Review," there is an article entitled "Flight from the Farms," describing the auctioning off of farms and farming utensils. For almost unused equipment ridiculous sums were realized at these sales, being at times one-tenth or less of their cost; a well-fed horse was sold for $11 and poorer horses at $1 a piece. For some items of use it was altogether impossible to find a purchaser. It is well known that the country population of the United States decreased by 4,000,000 during the last eight to nine years. For one year only, from 1926 to 1927, the farm population lost almost 1,000,000.

The reason for this mass flight of the farmers to the cities may even be read between the lines of an official report of the Department of Agriculture dated 1927, stating inter alia:

"Nevertheless, we should not forget that the advantages enjoyed by American agriculture as a whole from rapid technical progress are accompanied by losses and it may even be by the bankruptcy of individual farmers who cannot keep pace with this progress. The growth in the productiveness of labor, bringing with it an increase in the output of each worker, may necessitate a decrease
in the number of farmers. A rapid economic re-organization always proves beneficial to a part of the producers affected by it. Our foremost farmers (here the most prosperous farmers are meant—T. L. B.) sell or mortgage their lower breeds of cattle and raise only their better breeds. They use better seeds, apply the best methods in sowing and invest large sums in mechanical equipment. Those who cannot follow this example find their position constantly more difficult.” (emphasis mine—T. L. B.)

More frank are the authors of a series of articles written in the “Annalist,” writing as follows:

“There are no means or ways of saving American farming in its present condition from the radical and extremely painful re-organization, compelling likewise a further mass emigration of the population from the farms to the cities. . . .

“An inevitable result of this agricultural revolution in the long run will be the cutting down by one-half of the present area under cultivation, the progressive removal of half of the present force of workers on the farm as being superfluous, pushing them off the farms into the industrial centers in search of work. This process of squeezing out the unsuccessful farmer and his family has been developing for a number of years: the total number of such unsuccessful farmers' families who had migrated from the farms to industrial urban centers since 1920 is set at approximately 4,000,000 people. This migration will continue until technical progress in agriculture will come to a stop. However, we know that this progress not only will not stop but on the contrary is continuing at an accelerated tempo. . . .

“What chance then has the average ignorant poor and backward farmers of small means to survive, not to speak of prospering under the attack of such a mounting avalanche of technical improvements and mass production? His days are over. He has already lost the battle. He may still vegetate on for a few years in the vain hope that something will happen to help him recoup his losses; but his struggle will become more feeble with each year; and in the not too distant future he will find himself compelled to abandon his farm and to seek refuge in the ranks of hired labor.” (Emphasis mine—T. L. B.)

How does big capital counter-balance this depopulation that it causes in the ranks of the American farmers? Let us pass in silence the question of the actual changes in land relationships which have been and are still going on in the United States; the question of the growth in leaseholds; the constantly mounting indebtedness of the farmer-owners; changes in the capital structure of agriculture, and so forth. We will confine ourselves to the following:

Bourgeois propagandists have long ago ‘solved’ the farmers’ problem by calling in the aid of farmers’ cooperative unions. Therefore every big loan made by New York and other bankers to farmers’ cooperatives was extolled as a “new era” in American farming. Credit facilities for farmers was also on the program of the Republican ruling party which as early as 1923 introduced new legislation
for the amelioration of land credits and afterwards additional legislation to further the growth of cooperatives. Now, through the bill passed in June, 1929, for the extension of credits to cooperatives and the establishment of the special Federal Farm Board, it holds out assurances to them of further grants of credit and of energetic governmental support. But in spite of the adoption of the new law and of the present activities of the Farm Board, we are of the opinion that this program has already been relegated by big capital to the background and in the foreground we find clearer than ever the new program for American agriculture: the formation of farming trusts (corporations) which in the opinion of specialists on the American agrarian question is bound to change the individual ownership of farms. The "new era" of farmers' cooperatives and credit facilitation, if it has not already suffered complete bankruptcy, at any rate, is subjected to grave doubts at the hands of the representatives of big capital. Until now its results have become apparent, for instance from the fact that (according to the testimony of the Department of Agriculture itself) the indebtedness of the farmers exceeds farm values by one-third, which ratio deviates by far from actual facts, if you take into consideration that a part of the farmers, by reason of their impoverished circumstances, are not in a position to receive advances, while another part constitutes the rich capitalists who own immense farms and for whom farming is merely a pleasant pastime and who of course do not run into debt. The success of the "new era" can also be seen from the fact that with the beginning of 1921 the number of bankruptcies increased each year and that finally (according to the testimony of experts) American agriculture now finds itself in a worst condition than in 1921.

What is the outlook for American agriculture as depicted by the defenders of the most modern method of capitalist agriculture?

In the opinion of Professor C. Brookings of the Washington University, American agriculture is on the threshold of a period of grand prosperity as the result of the formation of big farm corporations. These large-scale farms will be managed by specialists and will be equipped in accord with the last word in technique. It affords the owners of farms the possibility of exchanging their land titles for shares in a corporation. With rational management, a few days a year will suffice to work all the soil and to gather in the entire harvest of the country.

The farming future for American farmers is drawn by Henry Ford in his recently published book "My Phylosophy in Industry," where he says that it is necessary to bring about a radical revolutionary change in farming: "Big corporations whose only task will be to carry out all the operations required in plowing, sowing, raising
and gathering of the crops, will take the place of the individual farmer; or perhaps groups of farmers will unite to do this work on a large scale."

A similar view on the lack of economy of many present-day farms is entertained by Miller MacMillan, a famous writer on agricultural and technical topics, as well as on industrialization. In his recent book entitled "Too Many Farmers" the author finds that on an average the productivity of farms is too low and the cost of production too high and lays down the principle that "low cost of production permits of greater profits than high prices." As a direct consequence of this conclusion the author gives as his opinion that the corporative form of farming establishments is necessary for their successful development, and at the same time he emphasizes that the small farmer without means must be banished, proclaiming at the same time his program with the presumptuousness peculiar to the propagandist of American big capital: "Let agriculture itself become big business and occupy its place among the businesses that make the United States a world phenomenon!"

This idea of applying to farming not only the methods of mass production but also the consolidation of farming enterprises into big trusts that enjoy the financial support of the banks so characteristic of the other trustified branches of industry is now being maintained by numerous representatives of large scale farming enterprises as well as large financial establishments. Thus Thomas D. Campbell, the head of a well-known concern, planting 100,000 acres of wheat a year in the State of Montana, concludes that banking institutions and private depositors will invest as much capital in farming as they are investing at the present time in the manufacturing industry and other major branches of production. That this idea is not a mere abstraction is proved by the existence of a great number of very large farming establishments as well as by the recurrent press dispatches reporting the formation of farming corporations as well as of banking groups interested in the organization of associations of that description and in such agricultural operations in general. Moreover, in banking circles they are already foretasting the success of operations called forth by this new turn in American agriculture. The former president of the New York Stock Exchange, I. Ch. Simmons, declared at a bankers' meeting that he is a believer in the development of farming corporations, thanks to which the farmer, instead of borrowing money, will be able to sell the share corresponding to his portion in the enterprise. Mr. Simmons explained further that the investment market could never directly support agriculture for the reason that agriculture was rarely organized into big trusts like American industry and that he believes that closer relations between banking capital and agricul-
ture should be initiated in the very near future. In this way finance capital is preparing to exercise decisive and direct mastery over that branch of economy which heretofore, due to its dispersion, had been subject to the yoke of finance capital only indirectly.

The collapse on the stock exchange that occurred recently and the general crisis that has set in certainly ought to hasten this process of forming large-scale agricultural undertakings. Ready capital now free from speculative engagements, encountering difficulties in being employed in American industry or trade, will be certain to go after agriculture. Even now we find large tracts of land accumulating in the hands of various financial institutions and many farms are kept off the auction block merely because the proceeds of the sale would not cover the loan. Even those of the agrarian investigators who deny the possibility of forming large-scale farms out of these parcels—alleging that the development of a system of leaseholding would be more likely—must admit the formation of intermediate forms on the way to large-scale management, such as for instance the consolidation of a number of farms under the single technical supervision of one specialist in agronomy, the introduction of a uniform plan of finance for these consolidated farms while retaining small farm ownership, and the like.

Several investigators of the agrarian problem in the U. S. now no longer raise the question of the small, weakly-financed farms, which are therefore being worked unproductively and the fate of which has already been foredoomed. What interests them is whether it will be possible for the large-scale capitalist farm of an individual family (the so-called capitalistic family farm), measuring up to 2,000 acres, to subsist under the competition of the large-scale "trustified" farm. This question was discussed for instance at the session of the American Society of Agrarian Engineers in Chicago in December 1927, at which opinions were voiced that in the event of two crop failures it was more than likely that the lands of these rich farmers would pass into the hands of an agricultural corporation. At all events, despite the insufficiency of the data and of the fact that several authoritative big capital interests (such as for instance the Chamber of Commerce of the United States) still prefer officially to controvert the preponderance of large-scale farming, yet the growth and preponderance of large-scale cooperative farming evokes no expressions of doubt from a majority of the agrarian engineers.

The present-day evolution of agriculture in the United States has proven to be a splendid refutation of the revisionist critics of Marx of the '90's of the last century (David, Herz and others) who argue that in the realm of agriculture the Marxian laws of capitalist development were inoperative, claiming that in agriculture
small production has the upper hand over large production. But this evolution, in connection with the economic crisis in the United States, is just as much a refutation of the general run of American economists, beginning with Carver and ending with the "enlightened" Professor Seligman; and under the same heading with them may be placed also the Social-Democrats of all countries and the right opportunists of the Communist Party who maintained and are still maintain that the United States, despite all the teachings of Marx, is a country where prosperity on a capitalist basis may still be enjoyed.

In this connection it will be of the utmost interest to contrast the industrialization of agriculture now proceeding in the United States with the present-day industrialization of agriculture in the Soviet Union. There as well as here we have tractors and combines forcing out the horse, and conserving labor power; both there as well as here small-scale production is yielding to large-scale production, inasmuch as the Soviet collective farms correspond to the farmers' corporations, or to speak plainly, corporate trusts. But the social bases and therefore also the social consequences of these two instances are opposite in the U.S. the development of large-scale capitalist farming "corporations" is ruining millions of farming folks, is laying the foundation of colossal unemployment, is rendering the problem of markets is still unsolvable, is deepening of the crisis of capitalism still further and brings nearer its downfall; whereas in the U.S.S.R. the intensive collectivization in the countryside based upon a new technical foundation raises the well-being of the vast majority of the peasantry, leads to a large expansion in the domestic market for the industries of the cities and wipes out unemployment, annihilating the contradictions between town and country, leads to the abolition of contradictions in market relationship in general, and to the establishment of a single socialist type of economy in town and country—leads to the complete victory of socialism.
A "Fellow Traveler" Looks at Imperialism

By EARL BROWDER

SCOTT Nearing has published his new book on Imperialism, which he says is the ripe fruit of 25 years of study and writing. ("The Twilight of Empire," Vanguard Press, N. Y., 340 pages). The book gains a topical interest from the fact that it was the occasion for severance of Nearing from membership in the Communist Party. In this book Nearing finally demonstrates his inability to understand Marxism, demonstrates his fundamentally mystic or religious philosophy, which prevents him from understanding or contributing to that revolutionary movement to which he gives emotional allegiance. This article has the purpose of establishing the relation of Nearing's thought to various schools of bourgeois philosophy, and its antagonism to that of Marx and Lenin.

I. MATERIALISM OR IDEALISM.

Nearing claims for his work that it "follows the Marxian method." The Marxian method is the method of dialectical materialism. But Nearing's method is neither dialectical nor materialist; it is eclectic and idealist. While he quotes briefly from Marx and Lenin, the influence of their thought is quite absent. On the other hand, the influence of Oswald Spengler dominates the whole book, although his name creeps into only the bibliography, with a smattering here and there of other schools. Whether Nearing knows it or not (it seems incredible that he should be unconscious of such an issue) he rejects the fundamental basis of Marxism as well as the method.

From the beginning, Nearing's method is to "explain" modern imperialism by analogy with imperialist systems of the past. He searches for an "orderly pattern" to which corresponds all "imperialist" phases of history. With this pattern he professes to find the "explanation" of imperialism. The law of movement of modern imperialism he says, is to be found by tracing the "pattern" of the Empires of Rome, Greece, Assyria, Babylonia and Egypt.

In this there is the "morphology" of Goethe or the "Destiny" of Spengler, but nothing whatever of Marx and Lenin. The sterile "pattern" which Nearing searches out with such labor, has about as much relation to the actual events of history as the equally sterile "will of God" of the theologians. In fact, the only event that
Nearing's pattern will ever explain, will be that event when Nearing publicly confesses his belief in God.

So we find in Nearing's very approach to his subject, in his formulation of the question to be answered, a rejection of Marxism. Implicit in his method is an idealistic philosophy, which predetermines that his conclusions will be wrong.

II. WHAT IS IMPERIALISM?

Nearing takes the 17 pages of Part I. to establish his definition of imperialism. He quotes (apparently with approval) Lenin's definition of imperialism as "a peculiar phase of capitalist development" in which:

"The domination of monopolies and finance capital has acquired very great importance; in which the division of the world among the big international trusts has begun; in which the partition of all the territories of the earth among the great capitalist powers has been completed."

But immediately he forgets all about Lenin, and on the very next page he gives his own definition in the following words:

"Imperialism is the stage of economic and political development during which a ruling class conquers and exploits beyond the boundaries of the civil state." (page 16).

What has Nearing accomplished by substituting his own definition for that of Lenin? He has removed the examination from "a particular phase of capitalist development" to a general examination of civilization as a whole; he has substituted "conquest and exploitation beyond the boundaries of the civil state" as the chief characteristics of imperialism, in place of its character as a system of capitalist class division and rule of the entire world. In place of the concrete examination of the actual imperialism of the modern world, Nearing has taken not even the concrete examination of some other "imperialist" system, but an ideal, abstract, non-existent "imperialism in general"—something which might be likened to the Hegelian "idea" which works itself out in the world of matter, except that Nearing does not even use the idealist Hegelian dialectic.

Within the limits of Nearing's definition, all conquest and exploitation is imperialism, provided it crosses a state boundary; from which basis it is possible to wander over the whole earth and through all history, for so long as there have been state boundaries there have been conquest and exploitation. Thus the study of imperialism for Nearing is at once broadened into a study of universal history; which history, further, becomes the repetition of a certain pattern; and the explanation of history is the recognition of the pattern in its various repetitions.

So we find Nearing's first step into his subject matter results
in blurring all the sharp outlines of the problem, wipes out all definiteness and concreteness, and for the material problems of imperialism it substitutes the abstractions of an idealistic "pattern"—the substitution of Lenin by Spengler, of materialism by idealism.

III. HISTORICAL PARALLELISM AND MARX.

There is no greater master of the use of historical analogy than Marx. But there is no greater enemy of a mechanical historical parallelism than this same Marx, whose system of thought is founded upon concreteness as a test of truth. In one of his most brilliant historical studies, "The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte," Marx introduces the work with a brief but profound observation on this question. He said:

"Hegel remarks somewhere that all great world-historical events and persons reappear in one form or another. He forgot to add: once as a tragedy, and the second time as a farce."

Directing himself against precisely such methods as that of Nearing, who seeks the "universal pattern," Marx said:

"So extensive are the differences between the material and economic conditions of the class war in classical and modern times, that the political incidents born out of the struggle in our epoch and the other can have no more resemblance to one another than the Archbishop of Canterbury has to the High Priest Samuel."

It is true that Marx also formulated "universal laws" of history, but in no sense as substitutes for the concrete examination of the laws of each separate epoch; on the contrary, the "universal laws" of Marx were directed precisely towards emphasizing the differences between the various epochs and stages of history, and the necessity for finding the specific laws of each epoch as the only way to concrete understanding. Nearing quotes one of these formulations of Marx, without being able, however, to draw its logical conclusions in his own work. In the preface to the "Critique of Political Economy" Marx said:

"In the social production which men carry on they enter into definite relations that are indispensable and independent of their will; these relations of production correspond to a definite stage of development of their material powers of production. The sum total of these relations of production constitutes the economic structure of society—the real foundation on which rise legal and political super-structures and to which correspond definite forms of social consciousness."

From this "universal law" of human history, we obtain the refutation of all such attempts as that of Nearing to find the "universal pattern" which predetermines the historical forms independently of those specific productive relationships peculiar to
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each historical epoch. The productive relationships of ancient and medieval empires were as different from those of today as "the Archbishop of Canterbury is different from the High Priest Samuel." Any and all attempts to explain modern imperialism by parallels with Greece, Rome, Babylon, or Egypt, are reactionary and obscurantist. They have no connection with Marxism or Leninism. They are the intellectual trash produced by the bourgeois understanding and outlook; and they cannot assist the proletariat in its historical task of destroying imperialism.

IV. TAUTOLOGY IN PLACE OF THOUGHT

Inevitably the idealist philosopher comes to the point where he must insert the factor God, or cover up the gap with tautology. Nearing does not bring his God into public view, but his system of thought cries aloud for a God to sustain its logic. Hence we expect to find many tautological paragraphs, and our search for them is not without result. This is particularly true at those points where we have to deal with the problem of the how and why of historical turns, the transition from one epoch or stage to another. Dealing with appearance of imperialism, Nearing formulates the explanation as follows:

"This wide diffusion of empire building corresponds with the contention that imperialism is a phase of the exploitative process. Irrespective of race or color, when human societies have reached the stage of social development called civilization, the forces of imperialism have shown themselves. This could hardly be otherwise, since imperialism is a phase of civilization." (pp. 27-28).

Here is tautology of the purest water. Since civilization has been defined as the stage of history which produces imperialism, the appearance of imperialism is explained by the fact that the stage of civilization has been reached. And this is the "system" by means of which Nearing takes care of the critical points, the points where a historical turn must be explained. The tautology covers up the absence of a moving force, fills the gap which otherwise would require the entrance of God upon the scene.

What this says, stripped to its essentials, is that since Nearing has defined imperialism as a phase of civilization, no further examination of the origins of imperialism is necessary once the fact is established that the stage of civilization has been reached. "Imperialism, in other words, has been characteristic of the whole era of civilization" (p. 21). Or, more simply yet, imperialism and civilization are co-extensive and practically synonymous.

Civilization, in its turn, receives a definition as "the era of private property in land and other social productive goods" (p. 22). Thus we come to the conclusion that the rule of imperialism and
of private property are identical. Granted that the system of private property is the necessary condition for the rise of imperialism, it is necessary to recall Professor Nearing to the problem of why, given a foundation of private property, a particular imperialism arises at a particular time, and especially the problem of how and why modern imperialism with all its specific features arose out of capitalism. With these questions unanswered, the door has been left open, with an invitation upon it for God to enter.

And does Nearing really insist upon describing every society based upon private property as imperialist? In that case, since we have no colonies without this predominant characteristic, the distinction between the oppressing and the oppressed nations has been destroyed by the metaphysics of Nearing.

That is where idealism leads in the study of imperialism.

V. The Imperial Pattern.

Nearing has found the fundamental laws of motion of imperialist development, traced in an "imperial pattern," which has been uniformly followed by the history of all known "empires." This pattern he gives as the basis for an understanding of modern capitalist imperialism. What is this pattern?

The pattern is a cycle of five stages, with each stage containing a varying number of sub-stages. The stages are:

(1) Establishment of the imperial nucleus; (2) Expansion; (3) Conflict for survival; (4) Imperial world supremacy; (5) Disintegration and dissolution. The last stage of the cycle becomes the starting point for the beginning of the cycle all over again.

Applying this pattern to the present-day world, all nations will have to be placed in one of the first three stages of the cycle. All nations are imperial nuclei in one or another stage of growth. Within the pattern, almost hidden by its main outlines, are certain sub-stages which are characterized by "revolts" of the oppressed. Thus, under the first stage, sub-stage Number Five includes "exploited slaves, peasants and artisans revolt." In the second stage, at a certain point "colonial business men unite with exploited workers in revolts against exploitation by foreigners." In the third stage, strangely enough, we find wars but no revolts (evidently this is the stage of "organized capitalism"!—of the liquidation of the inner contradictions!); out of the wars "one of the rival empires comes out on top and establishes its position as the supreme world empire." This brings us to the fourth stage (the stage of "super-imperialism"), the description of which by Nearing sounds like Lovestone describing the "Hooverian Age" of the American Empire, a period of peace and prosperity, of riches, magnificence and stability, with nary a hint of revolt. In the fifth and the final stage, sadly enough,
“a parasite class develops,” “a bureaucracy is built up,” and other unpleasant things occur; finally “colonial revolts” and in the last sub-stage of the final stage “imperial decay sets in.” This is, slightly condensed, the description of the imperial cycle discovered by Nearing as the fruit of his 25 years of study and research on the subject.

This cycle or “pattern,” is the one single dominating thought from beginning to end of Nearing’s book. It contains the Alpha and Omega of his political wisdom. With unconscious irony it is presented as an application of the Marxian method!

VI. NEARING’S “PATTERN” AND SPENGLER’S “DESTINY.”

The use of the term “cycle” by Nearing to describe his “pattern,” was perhaps an attempt to relate it to the cycle of capitalistic production analyzed by Marx. But the similarity ends in the word. There is no relation to Marxism in his thought. In spite of its being put forth with the trappings of “science,” Nearing’s pattern is a crude adaptation of the openly anti-scientific philosophy of Oswald Spengler.

Very briefly to trace the relationship between Nearing’s “pattern” and Spengler’s “Destiny,” we examine the latter’s “pattern” as contained in the charts attached to “Decline of the West” (English Edition, published by Knopf, N. Y.). There we find the “destiny cycle” of universal history expressed in terms of spiritual epochs, cultural epochs, and political epochs (the latter including incidentally an interpretation of imperialism). Spengler has four phases to his cycle instead of Nearing’s five, but, as we quickly see, this is only because Nearing’s special needs called for a division of Spengler’s third phase into two separate ones.

Spengler’s “spiritual cycle” contains four “epochs” or phases, which he names Spring, Summer, Autumn, and Winter. The first corresponds to Nearing’s “Establishment of the imperial nucleus,” the second to his “expansion,” the third to his “Conflict for survival” and also “Imperial World Supremacy” (or, “conflict” could be included in the second with “expansion,” according to taste), and the fourth to his “Disintegration and dissolution.”

The “cultural cycle” is described also in four epochs, phases, or periods, corresponding generally to the “spiritual.” The “political cycles,” likewise, follows the same “pattern,” beginning with the gathering of Nearing’s “imperial nuclei,” under the terms “primitive folk, tribes and their chiefs”; passing through “expansion” under the description “fashioning of a world of States”; and so on to the final “disintegration and dissolution” with “primitive human conditions slowly thrust up into the highly civilized mode of living.”

We have taken space for such a detailed paralleling of Near-
ing’s and Spengler’s cycles in order to bring out sharply how close in thought is the “Marxist,” Nearing, and the open scoffer at science, Spengler; the self-styled exponent of “economic determinism” and the open champion of Destiny. Nearing uses the words and phrases of science, but his thought is determined by the same religious preconceptions as that of Spengler, the bourgeois idealist philosopher.

VII. NEARING AND THE BOURGEOIS “HISTORICAL SCHOOL!”

Outside of the scheme of the “pattern,” Nearing draws little directly from the thought of Spengler, but rather depends upon the so-called historical school of bourgeois thought. In attempting a parallel of modern imperialism with the empires of classical and ancient times, Nearing was not attempting anything new. It has been done time and again, and time and again it has been answered by Marxists. For example, we turn to Pavlovitch, whose book of lectures (1919) finds its points directed exactly against Nearing’s thesis. A few quotations from Pavlovitch will serve to draw sharper the line that separates Nearing from Marx:

“From the point of view of the representatives of the historical school, imperialism exists at all stages of human development; from the moment that human society was formed, imperialist policy commenced. . . . We reject these attempts at this too extended interpretation of ‘imperialism.’ We consider it wholly unscientific to try to discover the phenomenon of imperialism in the history of the Jewish nation, of Sparta, of Athens, and so on. . . . The economic structure of ancient Rome had nothing in common with the economic structure of our contemporary States, and once this is admitted it is readily understood that the foreign policy of ancient Rome, growing out of a different economic soil, could not have anything in common with the foreign policy of the capitalist States.

“The problem of science is to distinguish one phenomenon from another. General definitions, throwing into one heap completely different phenomena, are of no value from a scientific point of view. One cannot identify the foreign policy of ancient Judea, ancient Greece, ancient Rome, the Medieval Age, and so on, with modern foreign policy. Marx, for instance, did not set himself the task of seeking out general laws for all epochs. He limited himself to the study of the definite laws of capitalist society, and differed in this from many bourgeois scientists aiming at establishing eternal, unchanging laws of economic development. . . .

“From our point of view, imperialism is a special stage in the development of the foreign policy appertaining to a particular economic era. The very word imperialism has only lately made its appearance, and even in the best encyclopedic dictionaries of the beginning of the twentieth century it is not to be found. The word imperialism only began to be used at the beginning of the present century, during the time of the Anglo-Boer war. . . .”

From these words of a well known Marxian it is clear enough that Nearing’s fundamental postulate of the problem is closely
related to a definite school of bourgeois historians, but that it is antagonistic to the Marxian school.

VIII. PREDICTIONS ON THE BASIS OF THE "PATTERN."

What is the function of the "pattern" in Nearing's scheme? His own answer to our question is in the following words:

"To trace the sequence of events that makes up the imperial pattern and thus to predict, at any stage of the imperial process, the succeeding stages of the same imperial cycle. Without any pretense of finality, it may be fairly asserted that ancient and modern imperial experience dovetails closely in the main outlines." (p. 36).

The answer seems to be clear. But what does it mean concretely? Basing ourselves on Nearing's cycle, we must consider all struggles of oppressed classes and peoples as mere incidents in the pattern, doomed to final frustration in the future as they have been in the past. The only possible ending of imperialism is its final stage of "disintegration and dissolution" which reduces society to its elemental units of self-sufficing village economy, only to begin the eternal cycle all over again.

If the "pattern" is our basis for prediction, then we cannot predict the coming of socialism, we can predict nothing but the eternal recurrence of the pattern. Translated into the terms of Nearing's detailed formula, this means concretely that the present phase of the "imperial cycle" ("conflict for survival"), must pass over into the next phase of "imperial world supremacy" of one power, that is, to super-imperialism. This super-imperialist phase will, according to Nearing, "make the world safe for profit" "Law and order are imposed; roads are built or improved; the land and sea are policed; commerce is encouraged and protected; long-term contracts are lived up to; rents are paid; money is loaned and collected; risks and interest rates are reduced." "The world is divided into a tribute-collecting centre and a tribute-paying circumstance."

That is the perspective of modern imperialism, as laid out by the Nearing pattern. It sounds more like the drug-laden dream of Birkenhead-Hoover-Briand than the serious proposition of a "scientific revolutionist" who has set himself the task of overthrowing the system of imperialism. If anyone can believe in this "pattern" as the basis for the perspectives of the future, then he can be a revolutionist only as an act of faith (religious), and not as a matter of scientific conviction, the conviction that the revolutionary Party is itself carrying through the historical process.

Actually, this is nothing but the rationalizing of a petty-bourgeois despair and helplessness, of a complete absence of any understanding of the forces making for the overthrow of imperialism,
for the transformation of the world into a new system of social organization.

Prediction upon the basis of Nearing's scheme, must inevitably postpone the destruction of imperialism to the Greek calends; predictions of a proletarian revolution can only be made by breaking out of the vicious circle of this "pattern."

IX. HOW NEARING ESCAPES HIS VICIOUS CIRCLE.

After devoting 162 pages to the elaboration of his "pattern," Nearing proceeds in the remaining 18 pages of his text (the rest of the book consists of "data," quotations from references), to Part III, "The Twilight of the Empires." Here he struggles very hard, in an endeavor to bring forth from his pattern an immediate "Twilight" for imperialism. But in order to do this he is forced to break the pattern. His revolutionary perspectives appear as something entirely disconnected from anything that has gone before.

It is the prime function of any theory of history to explain precisely the great transformation, the turning points, when one system of social relations is transformed into another. It is precisely the fact that dialectical materialism, as developed by Marx and Lenin, really does this, that accounts for its tremendous power as a revolutionary instrument in the hands of the revolutionary class, the proletariat. But Nearing seems to have no inkling of this problem. He solves the problem by making a tremendous "leap" outside the confines of his "pattern." This leap is not a dialectical one; it has not been prepared by everything that went before; it is a violation of the theoretical premises that have been laid; it is a repudiation of everything which was so painstakingly built up in the body of the book.

We have followed the main current of his thought through 168 pages, and everything is made to fall within the "pattern." But the logic has reached its breaking point. The path is at an end. Here you must leap! What is the poor author to do? He jumps—but into the void!

Here is how Nearing makes his leap:

"In each imperial cycle, when expansion is effectively checked; when food supplies, resources, and markets are cut off, the system of economy disintegrates and dissolves back to the level of its most stable units: the agricultural village and the local trading centre. These units are economically self-sufficient; they do not depend upon expansion; they can persist for a long period, almost unchanged, as they have persisted in India and China.

"Once the level of world economy is reached, a new self-sufficient economic unit has been established—a cooperating world. Exploitation at home; class struggles; expansion, conquest and foreign exploitation are eliminated by the establishment of a socialized, cooperative world economy."
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Presto, change! The pattern is gone! "The level of world economy is reached!" Imperialism disappears, "eliminated by the establishment of a socialized, co-operative world economy!"

But how did all this happen, what was it that broke the pattern, what brought about this most tremendous transformation of all history? How does it come that the development of world economy, which sharpened the outlines of the "pattern," is at the same time the factor which "eliminates" the "pattern"?

We learn very little indeed of this problem from Nearing, except a few phrases: "The force that effects the transition... is the labor movement." "Today the world is passing through this transition stage—the period of the proletarian revolution" (which is not in the pattern!); "Really, there is little choice. The forces of social revolution" (not in the pattern!) "have pushed matters so far that no new, vital society can put on the garments of a system so far decayed and outgrown as capitalist imperialism;" "A successful Soviet economy will drive out capitalist economy as the electric bulb drove out the kerosene lamp," etc., etc.

The last words of the book sum up the mystery, leaving it more mysterious than ever:

"Imperial cycles followed one another so long as the same general productive basis remained at the foundation of society; business for profit within the civil state. With the coming of the machine age" (which is apparently not business for profit within the civil state! E. B.) "the period of the great revolution—history entered a new phase; the race turned a corner, leaving behind civilization and imperialism; moving forward to an era of social production—a world economy; a co-operative society."

It may be unkind, after looking at this entrancing vision, to continue to ask questions of Professor Nearing. But, recovering from our dizziness at this tremendous leap which we have made with him, we attempt to look back and see how we got across this great chasm. "But Professor," we are forced to ask, "didn't you tell us that "the pattern should be more sharply defined in modern times than it was in classical times"? That was hardly a preparation for breaking the pattern entirely at the end, was it? Tell us, confidentially, what really were the tremendous forces which could carry us over the logical chasm? We go back over the preceding pages, trying to find the missing link!

Here it is, back on page 130, where we had passed it unnoticed on first reading, because it seemed to be merely one of the many digressions from the main thought, or a variation of the pattern: "Machine production laid the foundation for a new form of social life.... The machine production world was actually a new kind of a world."

Exactly, Professor, the machine-production world is a world
entirely different from all worlds that went before. And therefore all your 25 years of labor in trying to find the "imperial pattern" from all the old worlds, in order to explain the new world and predict its course of development, was just so much labor lost.

X. What is the "Pattern" Worth?

Nearing has labored hard, and brought the fruits of his labor as an offering to the revolution. What shall we say of the gift? Ungracious as it may seem, the gift must be refused. For the revolution, the "pattern" is worth precisely nothing, and even Nearing had to discard it in order to be able to bring his book to an end. On the other hand, it may very easily—in fact will almost surely—be used as an instrument to throw confusion among the workers, especially among those who are untrained in scientific thinking, and who are impressed with the prestige of Nearing's long record as scholar and teacher. Our revolutionary theory, given us by many generations of working class experience and the titanic contributions of Marx and Lenin, is the most precious possession of our revolutionary world Party. It is our basic arsenal of weapons. It is the heavy artillery which will destroy the walls of capitalist imperialism. It is this, our most valuable and valued possession, which Nearing proposes to substitute with his hodge-podge waste-basket full of the sweeping of bourgeois universities. Firmly, and without too much gentleness, the gift must be returned to the donor.
LEON SAMPSON: THE NEW HUMANISM. Ives Washburn, New York, 1930. vii plus 320 pages. $3.00.

Reviewed by A. Landy.

Those who do not know that Leon Sampson is a free-lance apostle of "historical materialism" will hardly guess from the title of his book that it is the work of a "Marxist." They may even have difficulty in recognizing that this volume, according to the private word of the author himself, has the historical mission of really putting Marxism "on the map."

Human justice, however, requires us to state that Sampson is only the mother of the title. The father is business. With the "best intentions" towards the proletariat, the author had originally entitled his book "Proletarian Humanism." But the inhuman publisher, unhampered by any "Marxian" scruples and motivated only by a shameless desire for profit, insisted upon a title that would sell... naturally among the bourgeoisie.

It is, of course, unnecessary to argue that "Proletarian Humanism" is not much better than "New Humanism." But what honest mortal will not see at least one virtue in the "proletarian" half of the title?

It is true that the title "New Humanism" completely obliterates the proletarian class character which the book claims to maintain. It is also true that it is the name of a reactionary bourgeois school of criticism as well as of a bourgeois school of philosophy. But is there any sinner who will not understand the dilemma of an author when the spirit is willing but the flesh is weak?

Naturally, no sophisticated mortal will expect Marxian scrupulousness from Sampson in regard to a title when his "Marxism" as a whole is of the brand that enables him to remain a petty-bourgeois free-lance unhampered by the discipline of a Marxist Party; in other words, when Marxism is nothing to him anyhow but an instrument of verbal gymnastics and intellectual exercise.

It will be necessary to return to this point later. Meanwhile, let us look at the book itself. In Sampson's opinion, it attempts to do nothing more nor less than to briefly indicate and suggest the broad outlines of a new structure of positive social theory. However, since the construction of a new theory must begin with a criticism of the old, Sampson proposes to do for contemporary social thought what Karl Marx did for political economy. "I," he says, "propose to present a critique of contemporary social thought in the light of scientific humanism."

An ordinary mortal, suffering from the old prejudice that man proposes and God disposes, may perhaps find it difficult to reconcile Sampson's claims with Sampson's achievements, or even to understand why a "Marxist" should
speak of scientific humanism rather than of Communism or Marxism. But when we actually pass from his "Marxist" pretensions to his "Marxist" accomplishments, we find that the recurrent use of "Humanism" is no accident and that it really expresses the essence of the entire book. The terms scientific humanism and Marxism are indeed identical in Sampson's mind. But it takes only a cursory reading of the seventeen chapters in the volume to realize that scientific humanism not only has nothing in common with Marxism but that it is itself only an empty phrase which never becomes anything more in Sampson's hands.

The sum and substance of Sampson's wisdom is embodied in his assertion that "human relation is the most decisive dynamic in human society." Like the Darwinian "struggle for existence," and with as much Marxian substance, this "new structure of social theory" is the magic formula which requires only to be repeated to solve all the problems of social sciences. * "Denn eben wo Begriffe fehlen, da stellt ein Wort zur rechten Zeit sich ein." Thus the essence of his entire "Marxism" as well as the chief contribution of his book is the constantly repeated but fundamentally un-Marxian "truth" that "a non-human attitude to man (over-looking the human relations involved) is at the same time an unesthetic evaluation of life."

Sampson's claim that what he has to offer is both new and scientific is nothing but pampered exaggeration. Whatever is new in his volume is usually incorrect and whatever is correct is not really new. No Marxist will question the necessity of applying historical materialism to psychology, anthropology, history, law, art, philosophy, etc. But unless this is done conscientiously, seriously and above all scientifically, it can only serve to discredit Marxism.

The vast array of subjects in Sampson's book cannot be viewed as an attempt of a Marxist to deal seriously with the theoretical front of the class struggle, but rather as the typical repertory of the free-lance orator who is ready to speak to you on everything from love to science. Sampson's chief concern is not to translate the theory of Marxism into the practice of the class struggle, but rather to impress "our contemporary professoriat" with his own superior scholarship. The publisher's blurb on the jacket of the book, which Sampson may have written, but for which, of course, he is not otherwise to be held responsible, actually admits this in saying: "Leon Sampson has for many years been leading a group of glorious intellectual rebels who have been trying to startle into action the staid and standardized teachers of the humanities."

In view of this, it is not difficult to understand why the volume is so devoid of any potent sense of class realities and so completely divorced from the actual progress of the class struggle. Of course, this does not obviate the necessity of establishing or combatting the specific contents of theory itself. But no Marxist worships theory for its own sake. On the contrary, Marxism requires that he maintain a dialectic relationship between theory and practice. To fail to do this is to surrender the primacy of the class struggle and to deprive Marxism of its revolutionary quality. To lose oneself in theory as such without tracing back its relation to the classes in motion, to the class struggle, is not only to surrender the chief feature of Marxism, but is even to fail to give a complete, dialectic view of the theory itself.

For, while the concept of "class" ultimately implies class struggle, it

* "for it is precisely where ideas are lacking that a word comes in most opportunely."
is precisely the task of a Marxist to develop these implications, to bring
them sharply to the fore, to use them to sharpen the class-consciousness of
the proletariat and thereby to advance its class struggle.

The recognition of classes is not an exclusive attribute of Marxism.
Bourgeois historians and economists also recognize their existence. To stop
at this point, therefore, is not only not to go beyond the bourgeoisie, but
to utterly fail to distinguish yourself from it. And as a matter of fact,
this is what actually happens to Sampson in many of his chapters. He has
very little to offer of class, but he has still less to offer of the class struggle.

II

The very first chapter on the "Dilemma of Pragmatism" initiates the reader
into the basic superficiality of Sampson's procedure. Instead of examining
the latest and most influential manifestation of this school of thought,
Sampson picks the easier task of criticizing William James. Every one knows,
however, that the man whom it is most important for Marxism to evaluate
is not James but John Dewey. That is, every one but Sampson to whom
Marxism is not a weapon to be applied to the living sectors of the class
struggle but a timeless verbalizing of no real consequence.

It is true, Sampson repeats Dewey's name several times; but not only
does he not treat him independently but he fails to understand that a criti-
cism of James cannot be viewed as a simultaneous evaluation or refutation
of Dewey. A serious examination of Dewey's instrumentalism in the light
of Marxism would help to draw a clear line of demarcation between the
two, deepening and preserving Marxism from the vulgarization and con-
fusion that inevitably arises in the presence of a theory which is superficially
and even in points similar to it.

A similar evasion characterizes the chapter on the "Errors of Behaviorism"
which are far less serious than the errors perpetrated by Sampson in the
name of Marxism. This chapter, even more than the one on pragmatism,
reveals how utterly amateurish, how much of a superficial free-lance, how
really skin-deep are Sampson and his so-called Marxism. Just as he picked
James to represent pragmatism and really avoided Dewey, so he picks John
B. Watson to represent behaviorism and ignorantly imagines that a criticism
of Watson constitutes a criticism and rejection of behaviorism as a whole
which he offers to replace by the writings of Fourier—and Sampson! Thus,
Albert Paul Weiss, the most outspokenly materialistic and dialectic of all
American behaviorists, the psychologist who has most nearly approached
the position of Marxism and from a critical evaluation of whom Marxism
has everything to gain, is entirely unknown to Sampson. But this is not all.

Not only does Sampson not know that there are many groupings within
the behaviorist movement with which a Marxist must have some acquaintance
if he is to criticize it as a Marxist should, but he manifests no understanding
of the nature of an objective psychology and still less of the relation of
Marxism to the entire question.

Every Marxist realizes the importance of developing an objective psy-
chology along dialectic materialist lines. But it is perfectly obvious to him
that in America only the bourgeois scholars are in a position to carry on
serious activity in this direction, just as only the bourgeois physicists and
chemists are able to develop the natural sciences. Every Marxist under-
stands, therefore, that we can only build on the achievements, while criti-
cizing the limitations, of the most materialistic and dialectic of the objective
psychologists, just as Marx criticized the fallacies but built on the achieve-
ments of that encyclopedic genius, Hegel. As Marxists, we cannot merely
judge and condemn, but above all, we must understand. Had Sampson
been the Marxist that he claims to be, he would have manifested a much
deepen understanding of our task in relation to behaviorism. Instead, he
disgraces himself with a series of vulgar "arguments" which really amount
to a refutation of materialism, and exposes his abysmal ignorance of one
of the most basic principles of Marxism by confusing the analysis with the
object that is being analyzed. On this subjective basis, his criticism leads
directly into the camp of the reactionaries.

Thus, according to Sampson, behaviorism dispenses with the human will
and especially with human consciousness. But does not Marxism aim at
developing the class consciousness of the workers? Therefore, to deny
consciousness is to deny the possibility of class consciousness, and hence, to
be contrary to Marxism. Furthermore, to deny the will is to deny the
possibility of the socialist revolution, since the revolutionary will of the
masses is an indispensable factor in this revolution.

It is not necessary to repeat any more of Sampson's "arguments" to
expose the utter absurdity and vulgarity of this sort of "criticism." Because
behaviorism aims to replace subjectivism in psychology by an objective study
of human behavior; because it attempts to supply a materialist interpreta-
tion to so-called mental phenomena and dispense with concepts that have
no counterpart in reality, Sampson concludes with the most subjective and
reactionary idealists and spiritists that it has therefore denied the real phe-
nomena of human behavior. This is not merely a criticism of behaviorism
but of materialism in general and hence also of Marxism. Marxism has much
to criticize about the various shades of behaviorism, but it is not along such
lines. This is not the approach of a Marxist, but of one who has himself the
most vulgar, the most confused and superficial understanding of materialism,
of objective method and especially of dialectic materialism and its require-
ments. These are truly the broad outlines of a "new structure" of social
theory! New, indeed!

How "new" Sampson's theoretical structure is, is further displayed in
the chapter on "Our Economic Humanists." As a scientific or theoretical
contribution, it is utterly worthless. It continues his usual practice of re-
hashing material long ago popularized by others, and does not even approach
the problems of immediate interest and importance to Marxism. It is an
amateurish, free-lance criticism not of contemporary bourgeois economics,
but of the economics of generations ago; and even this "criticism" does
not include anything beyond a few categories such as capital, wages, profit,
interest, etc. What is correct here is not new, and what is new is either
incorrect or petty-bourgeois verbiage which aims to prove that the bour-
geois economists are "inhuman" in their definition of these categories.

The whole chapter is as incoherent as it is full of logical errors, an
example of which is Sampson's raw "discussion" of the fetishism of commodi-
ties which he presents as a "new" discovery of his own. Its outstanding char-
acteristic is an almost total surrender of the class point of view and an
equally hopeless confusion of ideas which is illustrated in his reasons why
Aristotle and Marx, but not the bourgeois economists, are justified in in-
dulging in a "scientific ethics."

The "joker" in the entire chapter, however, is the fact that Sampson
uses Thorstein Veblen as his primary support! Twice he refers to Veblen
in such a way as to identify him with the Marxist position in economics.
But except for the fact that Sampson claims to be a Marxist and Veblen
does not, it is impossible to distinguish this chapter, in point of contents,
from one that might have been written by Veblen.

For a Marxist, however, this is precisely the crux of the matter. Instead
of rehearsing what every beginner knows, Sampson should have subjected
Thorstein Veblen to a close examination in the light of Marxism, because
it is Veblen who seems to have so much in common with Marxism; it is Veblen who has exerted such a tremendous influence not only upon the newer bourgeois economics but also upon those who claim to represent the working class. The task of a Marxist would have been to draw a clear line of demarcation, maintaining the independence of Marxism and preventing the obliteration of the class lines involved.

But the actual sharpening of class lines is the least concern of Sampson. What does interest him are meaningless phrases about humanism, humanity, etc., as the following typical quotation shows: "Man not as thing, nor as thing in itself, but man as relation—this is the only rational approach to economic theory. And it is the only human approach (and what about the class point of view?—A. L.). Marxian economics makes that approach (doesn't Veblen's economics do the same?—A. L.) and is therefore in a position to be truly human economics (has any one heard of any more sloppy abstraction? Human economics indeed! And why is it merely "in a position" to be human? Surely, no one prevents it from being human to its heart's content!—A. L.). For, by planting itself in the soil of human relations (Oh, heavens!—A. L.) it is in a position to unravel which of these human relations are human and which are not." (Was there ever such a "human" muddle!) In short, Marxism is "the science of human relations." How Marxism differs from scientific management or the "science of human relations" as practiced in Ford's factory, for example, only Sampson knows. The long and the short of the matter, however, is the simple truth that the whole business is nothing but verbiage and phrases to this champion of "human relations."

What is true of the chapter on economics is also true of the chapter on war. It might have been written by any bourgeois pacifist, since there is nothing to mark it as specifically Marxian in character. "Man as man," Sampson tells us, "spells neither war nor peace. It is, rather, the relations between man and man that are by their very structure either warlike or peaceful relations. The problem of war is, viewed in this light, since it involves in its turn problems of relations, a socio-esthetic problem of the first order." Do we need any more?

In chapter XIII, which discusses the passions of the human soul, Sampson gives us a sample of his "new" approach to the problem of instinct. This is what he calls the most important of all our instincts—the universal human instinct for order! This profoundly human point-of-view which has absolutely nothing in common with the class position of Marxism, amounts to this, that the bourgeoisie, in maintaining "law and order," is acting on a human instinct for "natural" order. Sampson even tells us that the slave is willing to be a slave out of sheer instinct for order, and the reason that he revolts is because his master is unable to maintain the order of slavery. According to this "logic," therefore, the order of class oppression is a perfectly "natural" order growing out of natural instincts of man. Of course, Sampson tries to give the word "order" a special meaning, but this does not include anything more than the idea of equilibrium.

Engel's brilliant analysis of the conditions under which a revolution can take place is quoted by Sampson in support of his contention that revolution is due to the instinct of order. "Not until the people can no longer live under the old conditions, nor until the old ruling class can rule no longer, is a revolution at all possible," according to Engels. And this, according to Sampson, means that they cannot tolerate the disorder, and therefore, revolt. Is it necessary to refer to Lenin's use of this same quotation to show what an utter travesty of Marxism this is, or to demonstrate how meaningless for Sampson, how little the ideas of Marxism have penetrated his head?
What Sampsoff attempts to do is to answer those who argue for the necessity of the State in order to avoid riot and disorder. To do this, however, he finds no other way than the invention of a non-existent "instinct of order" which tolerates evil (slavery, etc.) because it seems to symbolize the reign of order! What, Mr. Sampson, becomes of the objective economic forces, of production relations, etc., etc.? As in the realm of psychology in which he has no understanding of objective method, so here also he has even less understanding of the objectivism of Marxism and leads us back to the realm of "psychology," instinct,—in short, to the worst sort of reactionary subjectivism.

Enough has been said to give the reader an adequate idea of the character and calibre of Sampson's book. Had space permitted, it would have been desirable to review each chapter in detail. It would have been well to examine Sampson's "contributions" to our understanding of history, sociology, art and the soul. A discussion of Sampson's chapter on art would have shown still more clearly how fatuous are his claims to the mantle of Marx, particularly since he seems to consider this chapter as his most original and profound contribution to the "new structure of social theory."

Sampson's "influence" does not extend beyond New York City. And even here it is entirely insignificant. However, it is necessary that those in our ranks who may read the book and act as unconscious agents of Sampson's erroneous conceptions, understand the actual worth of this volume.

This is especially necessary because one or two of Sampson's chapters are good popular presentations of the Marxian position in the respective field and help to give the volume the appearance of a Marxist work. Sampson even has a strong point in his knowledge of anthropology and in his extensive reading. But all the good passages of the volume could be compressed within a tenth of its space.

What is more important, however, is the fact that all these passages will never make Sampson a real Marxist or his book a really Marxian work. It is not the Sampsons who will contribute to the development of Marxism, for such "Marxists" have nothing in common with Marxism, or the revolutionary movement.
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